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CHAPTER X
A STUDY OF FERSOIHEL PRACTICES AID TEACHER MORALE 
THE PROBLEM OF THE STUDY
Statement of the problem* The problem of this study 
was to analyse teachers* opinions relative to personnel practices 
as they affect conditions of employment in the school system of 
Princess Anne County, Virginia*
The process of analysis involved the effort to 
discovers (1) the personal-professional status of each teacher|
(2) the attitude of the teachers of Princess Anne County toward 
their profession; and (3) the effect of personnel practices on 
morale.
Importance of the problem., Hie problem with which 
this study deals takes its significance from the fact that the 
quality of morale of teachers materially affects the quality of 
the services rendered* Shat a teacher thinks about the administrative 
policies that affect the conditions of his employment, therefore, 
is important to the teacher, to the community, and to the children 
taught*.
Purpose of the study* It was the purpose of this study*
(1) to assemble in usable form Information as to sources of tension 
and potential friction in order that teachers and administrators, 
by locating, and, if possible, removing the sources, may improve 
the qualify of service rendered to children5 (2) to furnish
2Information on the teacher *s point of view which may be used as 
a basis for making administrative adjustments, where possible, to 
meet the wishes of the majority; (3) to reveal personnel policies 
that need explanation and justification by the administration if 
changes desired by the teachers cannot be made; and (A) to en­
courage school administrators and leaders of teachers* organizations 
to consider the desirability of obtaining 'and using, the advice of 
teachers In dealing with issues affecting the classroom teacher*s 
work*
Flan of the study and sources of data* The sources 
of the data upon which this analysis is based include s
The classroom teachers of Princess Anne County 
Reports of related studies 
Periodicals and bulletins 
Administrators and leading teachers in the 
County and elsewhere
The data was collected through the use of a questionnaire, 
individual interviews, and small group conferences.
The questionnaire included three types of questions t 
(1) those asking the teacher*s opinion on the desirability of 
various personnel policies; (2) those on the personal-professional 
status of each teacher; and (3) those designed to ascertain the
3teacherfs attitude toward teaching and toward his present position*
The questionnaire was distributed in September, 1946 
to one hundred teachers in Princess Anne County* These represent­
ed the entire teaching personnel of the County in the elementary 
and high schools who had taught in the County prior to September 
1946, and were familiar with policies and practices of the County 
administration * The principals, assistant principals, and 
teachers in the system for the first time, were not asked to 
answer the questionnaire* Those not asked to answer approximated 
twenty-five percent of the teaching personnel of the County.
The questionnaire and its purpose was presented at the 
first principals1 meeting of the year by the Division Superintendent 
who expressed his approval and interest, and asked the cooperation 
of each principal in getting a one-hundred percent reply. In 
turn, each principal did the same at the first group meeting with 
his teachers, appointing one person to be responsible for 
collecting the answered questionnaires in sealed envelopes, to 
be sure that each teacher had answered each question, and to mail, 
them to the investigator of this study. There was no identification of 
replies except by schools.
Setting of the study* There are three whit© high
4schools and six whit© elementary schools in Princess Ann© County* The 
negroes have one high school and thirteen elementary schools* Of 
these elementary schools, three are one-room, five are two-rooms, 
four are three-roams, and one is a seven-room school.
In September, 1946, there were forty negro teachers 
and ninety-five white teachers making a total of 135 teachers 
in the Princess Anne County School System. This number included 
principals, assistant principals, and classroom teachers. Of 
the forty negro teachers, thirty-two were employed in the 
elementary grades and eight in the secondary schools, while sixty- 
one of the white teachers were in the elementary grades and thirty- 
four were in the secondary schools.
On the same date there were 1,?6G negro children and 
2,925 white children enrolled making a total of 4,685 pupils In 
the county school system. Of this number, 3,675 were in the 
elementary grades and 1,010 were in the secondary schools. The 
negro schools had an enrollment of 1,490 children in the elementary 
grades, and 270 children in the secondary grades. The white 
schools had an enrollment of 2,185 children in the elementary grades, 
and 740 children in the secondary grades.
A supervisor is employed for the white elementary schools 
and another for the negro elementary schools. For the secondary
5schools there are no supervisors in addition to principals other 
than the State supervisor* There is a visiting teacher for the 
white# but none for the negro schools*
Definition of teres used*
Teachers Refers to classroom teachers who have 
taught in Princess Anne County prior 
.to September# 1946.
Morales The quality of giving fully of one’s 
best efforts to carry out a purpose.
Attitudes A way of thinking about or feeling 
tonard a situation as a who}.©, or any 
of its component parte.
Tenures The period of time a teacher may hold 
a position without renewal of contract* 
Administrations The existing school authorities - 
Division Superintendent, School Board, 
Principals, anj2 Supervisors*
Personnelt For tho purposes of this study the 
meaning of this tera is restricted to 
classroom teachers under the regulations 
of the school administration*
School division; For the purposes of this study 
th© meaning of this term is restricted to 
levels of teaching-elementary and secondary 
grades *
chapter it
REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
Limitations of previous studies. The Literature 
in this field tends to show the importance of salaries, 
efficiency ratings, salary recognition of superior teachers 
and of professional preparation, employment of married 
teachers, differentiated salaries, professional growth, tenure, 
sick leave, and retirement, but there seems to have been few 
systematic attempts to find from the classroom* teachers them- 
sseHves how they feel toward these questions, and how this 
attitude affects the morale and efficiency of the teachers in 
their classrooms.
The school administrators have seemed to overlook the 
value to them, to the community, to the children in the schools, 
and to the teachers, themselves, of finding what the teacher 
thinks of administrative policies, and of using these opinions 
in forming the policies of the administration. The importance 
of the teacher, herself, seems to have been overlooked.
Some few leading educators have long since realized 
this value and the value of the relationship between the teachers 
and the administration! as far back as the year 1858, Horace
Mann before an assembly of the National Education Association
\
(.
6
f
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made this statement:
All the high hopes which I entertain of a more 
glorious future for the human race are built upon the 
elevation of the teachers* profession and the enlarge­
ment of the teachers1 usefulness* Whatever ground of 
confidence there may be for other perpetuation of our 
civil and religious libertiesf whatever prospect of 
the elevation of our posterity! whatever faith in the 
general Christianization of the world-these aspirations 
and this faith depend upon teachers more than upon any, . 
more than upon all other human instrumentalities united,
A growing realization of the value of the teacher and 
of the necessity for an understanding of the teacher’s morale 
caused by bar own attitudes and opinions of the administrative 
policies is shown in the following?
The best school systems are those in which 
administrators, teachers, and patrons are working 
together on their problems— —  If, thru eduction, 
we are to move raahkind one peg toward better living, 
there must be in our profession a unity and cohesive­
ness which allow for individual imagination, for give 
and take, pooling and consensus of ideas, experi­
mentation, and further conference* The spirit of 
morale which is demanded In our time implies unified 
effort in which compromises and even personal sacrifices 
are mad© because of the worth of the goal to which all 
members of the group are committed,2
Boards and Administrators can demonstrate con­
clusively that they believe in democratic processes of 
administration by being glad to talk over with teachers 
and other employees personnel policies before they are
instituted or c h a n g e d —
^Horace r&nn before N*E*A* 1858n* H* £. A* Journal,
2 January 194-6, pi AO*
Morale For A Free World* American Association of School
Administrators 24th yearbook, February 1944, p* 246* 
3School Boards in Action, American Association of
School Administrators, 24th yearbook, February 1946,
p* 100*
In 1943*»44, the National Education Association 
made a survey of teachers1 attitudes and opinions to-,
ward personnel administrative policies and practices*
the purpose of the survey ms to determine how the 
teacher’s opinions affected her own dondition of employment.
Through the help of local teacher associations, a 
questionnaire entitled, "The Teacher Looks at Personnel 
Admin'stration” was distributed in April, 1944, to classroom teachers 
in ninety-five school systems in forty-two states* The local 
presidents were asked to distribute the blanks by schools or 
localities in such a way as to secure a representative sampling 
by type of school, grade level, sex, experience, and social and 
economic factors.
Each oooperatlng teacher mailed her reply direct to the 
Research Division, using a business reply envelope supplied with 
the questionnaire. The blanks had code numbers to identify replies 
by school systems; there was no identification of individuals*
The measures used - percents, averages, and medians « 
summarized the statements of* opinion and status reported by nearly 
5,000 teachers.
An effort was made to determine the followings
Attitudes and morales.
The relationship between local practices and teacher 
opinions on six issues*
^°The Teacher Looks at Personnel Administration", National 
Ed. Association Research Bulletin, Dec. 1945.
9Salary recognition for superior teaching 
Efficiency ratings
Preparation schedule vs position schedules 
Salary differentials for sen teachers and for 
dependency
Employment of married teachers 
Written examinations in teacher selection 
Teacher opinion on seven issues on which local 
practices were not known 8
Physical examination of teachers
Sick leave for teachers
Requirements for continued study
Tenure and dismissal of teachers
Methods of filling administrative and supervisory
positions
Teacher participation in policy-making 
Teacher status and moralei 
School division and subject taught 
Experience and preparation 
Self-estimate of efficiency rating 
Personal status
Salaries paid and salaries needed 
Membership in professional association
10
Hindrances and Helps to good teaching 
High and lew ©oral© in relation to states
Significance for school personnel administration. In 
tabulating the findings of the study, the most striking finding 
was the consistency with which it was shown that familiarity, 
breeds content$ the highest percent of approval for any policy 
was given by those- who knew it best*
The majority of teachers favored t (1) salary recognition 
of superior teaching, thru supermaidmua or other salary class for 
superior teachersf. (2) equal pay for elementary and secondary 
teachers of equivalent qualifications; and (3) higher pay to 
recognise higher levels of preparation*
Men teachers were more favorable to written examinations 
even -when unfamiliar with them than were the women.
'’'Majorities favored physical examinations, compulsory 
retirement age, and the filling of positions of leadership by the 
best qualified persons available, whether local people or not*
It was found that opinions varied most widely between the 
elementary women, and the secondary men; the men were more critical 
of existing practices than were the womens and, on all questions
which dealt with teacher participation in administration, the men 
teachers were more inclined than women to want greater responsibilities 
given to classroom teachers#
The most striking relationships between the teachers* 
attitude toward teaching and their personal status were noted in:
(!) the teacher*s health? (2) the teacher’s opinion as to his 
level of efficiency as judged by school officials ; and (3) the 
feeling of need for as much as $1000 additional animal salary*
The teachers with highly favorable attitudes toward 
teaching were conscious of many administrative helps in their 
teaching situations and of few hindrances, whereas those with 
unfavorable attitudes reported many hindrances and few helps*
This study emphasizes the fact that an administrative 
study of the factors that teachers, themselves, think are important 
in helping them to do good teaching might be one of the most fruit­
ful way of improving morale and efficiency.
In 1941-42, the Delta Kappa Gamma Society made a study
5among its members of the better selection of better teachers.
5Strob, Jewett, Butler, Better Selection of Better Teachers. 
Sponsored by the Delta Kappa Gamma Society, Washington, D. C. 
1943
9 12
One division of this study concerned itself with the 
opinions of the teachers toward administrative policies*
the purpose of the study was to gather specific in* 
formation and opinions from teachers, themselves, as to how a 
better selection of better teachers could be accomplished* the 
committee assigned to the study of this problem found that the 
study had a variety of aspects* (1) the admission of candidates 
to teacher * preparing institutions; (2) the progressive selection 
of students during their period of residence; (3) the appointment 
to actual teaching positions; (£) re-evaluation; and (5) the 
relationships between teachers and their administrators.
Teachers* opinions in this study represent a significant 
cross section of American Educators* thinking as they were gathered 
from women who have taught at least five years, and who have rendered 
some distinctive educational service either locally or nationally.
An extensive questionnaire entitled, "Better Selection of 
Better Teachers" was sent to the members of the Delta Kappa Gamma 
chapters throughout the United States. Approximately 6,000 of 
these questionnaires were returned.
The questionnaire sought to find a balance between the 
specific and quantitative type of information and the qualitative
13
or attitude type* In addition, there was an attempt to balance
o
the questions on present status, experience, and personal interest.
In order to do this, an attempt was made to find and analyse the 
following informations
Teachers1 interests.
Where our teachers litre?
Age group of teachers represented.
Factors that brought teacher Into the teaching 
profession*
How members secured their first positions?
How were teachers chosen for their present 
positions?
Where did our members receive their education?
How can teacher - educating institutions help?
What factors should guide employers in teacher 
selection?
He-evaluation of teachers*
Teachers * opinions on needed changes.
A careful analysis was made of each group of information.
The comments on teachers * opinions were divided into five groupss 
(1) re-evaluation, (2) administration, (3) selection, (A) teachers * 
college curricula, and (5) public school curricula. Three of these
were reported fully in the study and the following major opinions
uof the Delta Kappa Gamma teachers were found:
They want and ©aspect re-evaluation, but they are 
dissatisfied with the present plan of evaluation. They doubt 
the superintendent * s and the supervisor1© ability to evaluate 
objectively.
They, also, want democratic administrative discussions 
with the teacher participating.
They believe there is too much complacency among their
own ranks.
They feel the need of closer collaboration with the
public.
They resent too much hasty supervision and too much 
evaluation of work by people whose only opportunity to observe 
teaching has been in brief classroom visits spaced at long 
intervals.
They want the opportunity to evaluate their superintendents 
and supervisors.
They wish that administrators would place more emphasis 
on active participation in community life, on travel, and on experience 
rather than demand so much academic credit.
They feel the need of more help for the beginning teachers.
They want more intelligent in-service programs*
They would like teacher exchanges.
They feel that there is too much in-breeding.
15
They insist that there must be equal salary schedules
for all levels of teaching*
They are opposed to tho tendency to lower standards of
certification for teaching*
Tbsgp want a better selection of those who Mr© candidates
for teaching positions*
They would like to select their asm administrators*
This stu% of the opinions of this great body of teachers
has real significance for the administrators and the teachers of
America; it should be given a careful analysis, and explanations
and remedial© should be sought concerning the problems presented by
©
these opinions*
CHAFfEE III
HE FINDINGS OF HE STUD!
In analyzing the findings of this study, on© must remember 
that twenty-five percent of the school personnel-teaching principals, 
and teachers new to the system-were not asked to answer the question­
naire* Ten percent of those given the questionnaire did not reply* 
like other questionnaire studies, this one leaves a question un­
answered, BHow different would b© the results if those who failed 
to reply had been heard fror ?* That query cannot be answered fully, 
but there are numerous internal consistencies to suggest that more 
replies from the teachers would not have greatly changed the results. 
The least satisfactory figures are those from the negro elementary 
schools, and from the white secondary schools$ only 75 percent of 
the former and 88 percent of the latter sent in replies*
Separate figures for the white and for the colored 
teachers by school divisions-elementary and secondary-are given 
throughout the report* Separate figures are also given in some 
instances for married and single teachers, and for the attitude and 
morale groups. The measures used are based on the number replying 
to the question concerned. Inspection will show that there were 
no blank replies, although quite a few answered with **Bo opinion® on 
various questions.
There has been no attempt to separate replies as to men
16
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and woman teachers as the percentage of men classroom teachers in
Princess Anne County Is so small that the differences revealed/ *
I
would not be significant. Five male secondary school teachers- 
one white and four colored-answered the questionnaire. These five 
represented almost one hundred percent of the men classroom teachers 
in the County* There was no division between urban and rural 
teachers as all of the schools may be correctly classed as rural.
t m m  I. ATTITUDES TOWARD TEACHING
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked Elementary High Grand
of Teachers White Negro Total White Negro Total Total
Suppose you could 
go back to your 
College days and 
start over again; 
in view of your 
present knowledge 
would you become 
a teacher?
0. Certainly
would 29*8 76.2
u Probably
would 23.4 4.8
2. Chances about
even 21.3 9.5
3. Probably would 
not 17.0 9.5
A. Certainly 
would not 8*5 »»* ♦
44*1 13.3 28.6 18.2 37.8
17.6 33.3 14.3 27.3 20.0
17.6 13.3 14.3 13*6 16.7
14.7 13.3 42*9 22.7 16.7
5.9 26.7 * ... 18.2 8*9
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TABLE I. ATTITUDES TOWARD TEAGHIHG * continued
Percent of teachers Indicating each opinion
Questions asked Elementary High Grand
of Teachers White Negro Total White Negro Total Total
If you had some 
cause for dissatis­
faction in your 
present teaching 
position, what 
would be your 
chances of getting 
a hearing and a 
square dealt
©• Very little
chance 2*1 • *»• 1*5 6.7 * * * * 4*5 2 .2
1. Poor 14*9 9*5 13.2 26.7 • * * * 18,2 14*4
2* Chances about
even 23*4 9*5 19*1 6.7 28.6 13*6 17*8
3. Fair 12.8 42.9 22.1 20*0 28*6 22*7 22*2
4* Good 46*8 38.1 44*1 40*0 42*9 40.9 43*3
Do you enjoy 
teaching?
0, I seldom enjoy
teaching * ... «•«* **•« 6*7 ««»» 4*5 1*1
1* I usually enjoy 
teaching but I 
probably could 
have learned to 
like some other
work as well 51*1 «... 35*2 46*7 28.6 40*9 36*7
2. I enjoy teaching 
enough to be sure 
that I prefer It
to any other work 34*0 52*4 39*7 33.3 14*3 27.3 13*3
3. I enjoy teaching 
and doubt that I 
could have learn­
ed to like any 
other work as
well 8*5 14.3 10*3 13*3 42*9 22*7 36*7
4. Teaching is to me 
the most adventurous, 
the most exciting, 
the most thrilling
of professions 6*4 33*3 14*7 .... 14.3 4.5 12*2
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TABLE I* ATTITUDES TCMKD TEACHING - continued 
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked Elementary High Grand
of Teacher® White Hearo Total White Bagro Total Total
%  what method was 
the amount of your' 
salary determined for 
the school year 
1945-46.
©• According to the 
operation of a 
definite salary 
schedule which 
applies to all 
teachers m  the
same basis, 44*7 33*3 41.2 33*3 14*3 27.3 37.3
1* According to the 
operation of a 
flexible salary 
schedule, which 
applies to some 
teachers, but
not to all* 17*0 9*5 14.7 6*7 57.1 22,7 16*7
2, By Individual 
bargaining with
school officials* 2*1 *««« 1*5 6*7 .... 4.5 2*2
3. By the school 
officials without 
a salary schedule 
and without 
consultation with
you personally* 36.2 57,2 42.6 53.3 28,6 45.5 43.3
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
Attitudes* The three questions quoted verbatim in Table X 
have considerable discriminative value in selecting individuals with 
favorable or unfavorable attitudes toward teaching. Quite apart from 
their use in relation to other questions in the study, these questions 
give some valuable comparisons in the point of view of the responding
20
classroom teachers toward their profession*
Of the entire group of teachers responding, only 38 percent 
were certain that if they were given the chance to start over, they 
again would become teachers* One-fifth of the entire group said that 
they probably would become teachers* Only 9 percent were certain 
they would not, and 17 percent said that they probably would not 
become teachers again* There was a noticeable difference in opinion 
between the white elementary teachers and the white secondary 
teachers j one-fourth of th© secondary teachers were certain that 
they would; not choose teaching again, while only 9 percent of the 
elementary teachers m m  certain that they would not*
There ms  a difference in the opinions ©f the white and 
negro teachers also* While about one-fourth of the white elementary 
teachers were divided about one to two between being certain of not, 
or of l,pr0bably,f not being a teacher, none of the elementary negro 
teachers were positive of not becoming a teacher, and only 10 percent 
said they probably would not* In the secondary schools, 27 percent 
of the white teachers were certain they would not choose teaching 
and 13 percent probably would not* Hone of the negroes were certain 
they would not, but. 43 percent said that they probably would not*
Two-thirds of the entire responding group of teachers were 
reasonably sure they would get' a square deal fro® the .school 
authorities should any difficulty arise.
Forty-three percent of this group felt, however, that the 
amount of their salary for the year 1945*46 ms fixed by the school
officials without a salary schedule and without a consultation with 
the teacher. Fifty-seven percent of the negro elementary teachers 
and 53 percent of the whit© secondary teachers expressed this opinion. 
Fifty-seven percent of the negro secondary teachers said the salary 
was fixed according to a salary schedule which applied to some 
teachers but not to all*
The negro teachers1 attitude toward their profession was 
acre favorable than that of the white teachers, but very little 
difference was found between the elementary and secondary negro 
teachers1' attitude* About one-third thought it likely that they 
could have learned to enjoy any other work as well as teaching! the 
negro secondary teacher© outnumbering the negro elementary teachers 
four to one on this opinion*
Only X percent of the entire responding group said that 
®I seldom enjoy teaching® and this response came from the white 
secondary teachers* Twelve percent ©f the entire group regarded 
teaching as ®the most adventurous,, the most exciting® of professions* 
Only 6 percent of the white teachers gave this opinion, while 
percent of the negro teachers 'expressed themselves as feeling this 
way about their profession.
The whit© teachers in this study provide a less encourag­
ing picture than do the negro teacher®, less than half of the white 
teachers-30 percent of the elementary and 13 percent of the secondary- 
would again choose teaching as their profession if they were given 
the chance to start over again* Again, they did not regard their
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chances of a fair deal as good as did the negroj one out of every two 
teachers feeling reasonable ecssfiSdenee* Half of them felt that they 
could have learned to enjoy some other type of work as well as teaching* 
Only 6 percent felt that teaching was a t^hrilling and adventurous® 
necupation.
Favorable and unfavorable attitudes* Grouping on the three 
question basis proved impractical for replies as a whole, therefore a 
classification of replies was made on the basis of favorable and un­
favorable attitudes/toward teaching as a profession as shown by the 
replies toth© question: '♦Suppose you could go back to your college 
days and start over -againj in view of your present knowledge, would 
you become a teacher?*
those who said that, given a chance to start over again, 
they certainly would become teachers made up the f^avorable-attitude* 
group* this group included:
30 percent white' elementary teachers 
76 percent negro elementary teachers 
13 percent white secondary teachers 
29 percent negro secondary teachers
Those who said that the chances were about even for and
against, .and those who probably or certainly would not become teachers
/
again made up the *unfavorable-attitud©* group. This included:
4-7 percent white elementary teachers
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19 percent negro elementary teachers 
53 percent whit® secondary teachers 
57 percent negro secondary teachers
*
The middle group consisted of teachers who said they 
"probably11 would, become teachers again if given the chance* These 
were omitted from either the favorable or unfavorable groups*
The analysis shows a serious attitude factor existing among 
the secondary teachers-whita and negro-of the County* The fact that 
ower half of the white and negro secondary school teachers have m  un­
favorable attitude toward teaching, and only 13 percent of the white 
and 29 percent of the negro teachers have a favorable attitude shows 
that the causes of these attitudes should be sought and means taken 
to eliminate them* The best type of teaching eaanot be dona by 
teachers who have this feeling about their work.
The negro elementary teachers present the most encouraging 
picture among tb© responding teachers as a whole* seventy-six percent 
showing a favorable attitude, and only 19 percent shewing an un­
favorable attitude.
The white elementary teachers* attitude is not encouraging* 
only 30 percent show that they would become teachers again, while 
47 percent show that they weald not choose teaching again.
Morale* Morale has boon defined in many ways* one group 
cf educators has referred to it as the quality of giving fully of one’s
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best efforts to carry out a purpose.^
The three questions whleh reveal favorable or unfavorable 
attitudes toward teaching appear to be related closely to norale* A 
teacher is likely to give his best efforts to teaching* when, given 
a fresh start, he would again become a teacher$ when he feels that 
he would receive a fair deal in his present position if difficulties 
arcs© | when fm enjoys teaching so ouch that fee is sure he prefers 
it to other kinds of work* Conversely* a teacher who is sorry that 
h© is a teacher, who would expect unfair treatment in case of 
difficulty, and who does not enjey teaching is unlikely to be giving 
his best abilities to the work of teaching*
A sorting of the replies was mad© to locate teachers who 
were on the favorable side on all three questions* The "law-moral©*1 
group includes those who cheeked (2) the second, third, or fourth 
item listed under the first. question in Table 1, (b) the aero, first, 
or second item under the second question, and (c) the zero, or first 
item under the third question* The "high morale" group includes 
those who checkeds (1) the sero item under the first question in 
Table !$ (2) the third or fourth item under the second question, and
(3) the second or fourth item tinder the third question,
A^merican Association of School Administrators, Morale 
for j* Free World* Twenty-second Yearbook, Washington,
0, C*, the Association, © department of the National 
Educational Association, 1944* p* 27-28, 315*
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It was believed that these two groups would represent 
examples of high morale and low morale* More than half of. the negro 
elementary teachers proved to be in the high morale group with none 
in the low morale &roup* Ho negro secondary teacher was found in 
the high morale group, but only 14 percent could be classed as being 
in the 1m  moral© group*
The picture is less encouraging asoung the white teachers* 
Only 17 percent of the white elementary teachers was found In the 
high morale group with one-fourth of them showing that they were in 
the low morale group* Ko secondary white teacher could be placed in 
the high morale group, but one-fifth was ■ in the low moral© group*
The percentages were distributed as follows s
Sigh moral© group 
17 percent whit© elementary teachers 
62 percent negro elementary teachers 
0 percent whit© secondary teachers 
0 .percent negro secondary teachers
Im teal© group 
26. percent whit© elementary teachers 
0 percent negro elementary teachers 
20 percent white secondary teachers 
14 percent negro secondary teachers
The percentages shown in the high moral© and low morale
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classifications are consistent with those shown in the favorable and the 
unfavorable groups.
Efforts are mad# later in this study to determine the causes 
of the seeming indifference and actual dissatisfaction of the whit® 
teachers In their work, particularly of the white secondary teachers.
Opinions on administrative policies md practices. Attempts 
have been made to determine the teachers* opinions on ten administrative 
practices in order to learn, if possible, the sources of friction which 
may be the cause of the low morale and poor attitude toward teaching 
found in the majority of the teachers of Princess Anne County. Three 
of these practices are not being followed in this county, but it is 
believed that If they were preferred by the teachers, and could be 
adopted as part of the administrative policy, it might change the 
attitudes and feelings of the teachers toward their profession. Salary 
recognition of superior teachers, efficiency ratings, and continuous 
tenure are the three policies not used in Princess Arm© County.
Efforts have also been made to determine any changes 
desired in present practices, .and what these desired changes are.
Salary recognition of superior teachers. One of the Issues 
in school personnel administration today is the effort to relate 
salaries to efficiency. Those who favor higher salaries for superior 
teachers say that individual differences in efficiency and skill are 
recognised in business and industry and, likewise, should be recognised’ 
in teaching| that teachers will work harder if they know their efforts
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will be rewarded| and that It la necessary to classify salaries on the 
basis of efficiency in order to avoid overpaying the less competent*
/Those who oppose the plan say that no fair method has been devised for
/
/
/ evaluating a teaeher*s efficiency % that ratings based on existing 
methods will result in unjust classifications and low morale | that 
salary schedules should not assume competition but constructive cooperation 
among teachers, with the upper levels of the schedule designed to meet 
the needs of the average professional person rather than being adjusted 
in terms of individual competitive skill®
TABLE LL. SHOULD TUBE BE A SAIABf RECOGNITION OF SUPERIOR 
TEACHING?
Questions asked Elementary Grand
of teachers White Negro Total White Hegro Total Total
Superior teachers 
whose work is 
definitely outstanding 
should receive some 
form of recognition 
in.: salary.
o« Agree 66*0 71,4- #7*6 80.0 57.1 72*7 60,9
1, | No opinion 23,4 H.3 20,6 6.7 28.6 13.6 18.9
2* I Disagree 10.6 14.3 11.8 13,3 14.3 13.6 12,2
i
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
}
/
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Although there Is no plan of salary recognition for 
superior teaching in effect in Princess Ann© County, 69 percent of 
the teachers favored the plan, with only 12 percent opposing It, 
nineteen percent bad no definite opinion on this issue* fable II 
.shows the©© findings.
TABLE XXX. t m  W F m  on MORALE OF THE PRACTICE OF BEEARDXEG 
SUPERIOR TEACHERS WITH HIGHER SALARIES.
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked Elementary High Grand
of teachers White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
What will be the 
effect on morale 
of rewarding a 
minority group 
of superior 
teachers with 
higher salaries?
©. Raises morale 
generally for
all teachers. 55.3 66.7 58.8 40.0 57.1 45.5 55*6
1. Lowers morale 
generally for
all teachers." 25*5 &3.B 25.0 26.7 28.6 27*3 25*6
2* Has no sig­
nificant effect 
on the morale
of teachers. 4.3 4*8 4*4 6.7 14*3 9*1 5*6
3. Raises morale 
of superior
teachers* 14.9 4*8 11.8 26.7 .... 18.2 13.3
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TABIE III. THE EFFECT 01? MORAIS OF THE PRACTICE OF HEHARDBXI 
SUPERIOR TEACHERS WITH HIGHER SAURIES, continued
Percent of teachers Indicating each opinion
Questions naked Elementary High Grand
of teachers White Hegro Total Whit© Hegro Total Total
What will he the 
effect on morale 
of rewarding a 
minority group 
of superior 
teachers with 
higher salaries?
o« lowers morale 
of average and 
below average 
teachers.
1. Halses morale 
of average 
teachers.
2. Has no sig­
nificant effect 
on moral© of 
below average 
teachers.
Teachers responding
Those who oppose classifying teachers in merit groups for 
salary purposes have emphasized the danger of lowering the morale 
of the majority of teachers when only a small proportion receive 
the special awards. As shown in Table III this view is not supported 
from the replies given by the Princess Anne teachers as to what will 
be the effect on morale of the practice of regarding a minority group
46.3
40*4
12*8
14*3
76*2
9*5
36.7 
51.5
11.7
40*0
46.7
13.3
28.6
57.1
14*3
36.4
50.0
13*6
36.7
51*1
12.2
47 21 68 15 7 22 90
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of superior teachers with higher salaries* Fifty-fiv© percent of the 
responding teachers believed that such a plan raised the morale 
generally for all teachers. Fifty-one percent believed that It raised 
the morale of the average teacher # while only 37 percent thought that 
it lowered the morale of average and below-average teachers.
TABLE I?. Hm  SHOULD S0FSBIGR TEACHKIG BE HECOOHIZEB?
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked Elementary High Grand
of teachers White Hegr© Total White Eegro Total Total
What is the best 
method of providing 
recognition for 
superior teaching?
0. Provide in the 
salary schedule 
for separate 
merit classes 
with higher 
mlnimuin and 
maximum salaries 
for superior 
teachers than
for others. 8.5
1. flake no differences 
in salary during th© 
early years of. 
service but provide 
advanced salary 
classes to which 
only superior 
teachers can be 
promoted* 27.7
14.3 10.3 26.7 28,6 27.3 14,4
US 20.6 33.3 42.9 36,4 24.4
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TAB IS IV* HOT SHOULD SUPERIOR TEACHING BE RBOOGKIZED?
continued
Questions asked Elementary Hi# Grand
of teachers White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
What la the best 
method of providing 
recognition for 
superior teaching?
2. Provide that 
the Board of 
Education on 
reeosnendation 
of the Super­
intendent may 
pay higher 
salaries to 
superior teach*
* ers than the 
regular schedules 
provides, the 
additional amount 
to be fixed by
the Board# 36*3 23*8 33.8 26*7 14*3 22*7 31*1
3# Pay superior 
teachers at the 
same salary 
rates as other 
teachers but 
give them 
special recog­
nition through
titles. 4*3 47*7 17.6 6*7 14*3 9*1 15*6
4* Pay superior 
teachers the 
same salary 
rates as other 
teachers with­
out singling 
them out for
special recog* ^
nition* 21*3 9*5 17*6 6.7 **#* 4*5 14* 4
Teachers responding 47 21 66 15 7 22 90
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Questions were asked on the best method of giving recognition 
for superior teaching. As shown in table I?, one question listed 
different methods of handling the problem, ranging from separate 
salary classes with higher minimum and maximum salaries for superior 
teachers to the paying of superior teachers on exactly the same basis 
as other teachers without singling them out in any way for special 
recognition. The first three responses represent some kind of salary 
recognition? the last two do not*
Seventy percent of the teachers favored some kind of salary 
recognition? Thirty-one percent of these advocating that the school 
board grant superaaximuia salaries on an individual basis, and 24 
percent preferring no difference in salary during the early years of 
service, but providing advanced salary classes to which superior 
teachers can be promoted* Fifteen percent favored some form of recog­
nition through titles or other distinctions that carry no extra pay, 
and 14 percent would pay superior teachers on the same basis as others 
with no singling out for special recognition. These two latter policies, 
which avoid special salary payment for the superior teacher, were 
favored by 35 percent of the elementary teachers, and by 14 percent 
of the secondary teachers.
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t m m  V. SHOUEf) TEACHSRS BB G W m  EFFICIBHGT mtiwgs?
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked Elementary High Grand
of teachers White Hegro total White Hegro total total
Efficiency ratings 
of teachers should 
be used in this 
school system as 
follows:
o* All teachers 
should be rated
yvOljf jrocii t 61.7 81.0 67.6 53*3 85*7 63.6 66.7
1. Teachers with 
one to three 
years experience
should be 
rated. 14.9 9*5 13.2 33*3 14*3 27* 3 16.7
2. Ho efficiency 
rating should 
be used. 14*9 9.5 13*2 13*3 • * *# 9.1 12.2
3. Other plans. 8.5 * *• * 5*9 * * «* **•• * * *. 4*4
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
Efficiency ratings. fifuch effort has been given to testing 
the validity and usefulness of various forms of ratings for teachers 
In educational research* Although the results have been disappoint­
ing, the effort still goes on. A majority - 67 percent - of the teachers 
responding favored an efficiency rating of teachers every year. Only 
12 percent thought no rating should be given. As shown in Table 7, 
the largest majority - 86 percent - in favor of rating teachers every 
year was found among the secondary colored teachers.
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The white secondary teacbers-53 percent-wer© slightly less emphatic 
than the others. Four percent preferred some plan other than those 
suggested, but failed to offer one*
VI, WHO SHOWED DO THE RATIHG OF TEACHERS?
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked 
of teachers
Elementary
White Hegro Total Whit©
High
Hegro Total
Grand
Total
If efficiency 
ratings were used, 
the following 
should do the 
rating,
o. Superintendent, 
Supervisor and 
Principal. 70.2 66,7 69,1 66.7 28.6 54.5 65.6
1. Special 
committee 4*3 9,5 5,9 * *•, * m m m 4,5 5,6
2. Supervisor or 
principal 6,4 9,5 7.4 m m m m 14*3 4*5 6.7
3* Superintendent 6.4 9.5 7,4 e 0 14,3 4,5 6.7
4* Fellow teachers 2,1 *«, * 1,5 13,3 42.9 22,7 6,7
5. Board of 
Education 6.4 «* * * 4,4 • mm m o- * * » * • * * 3*3
6. Pupils 2.1 4.8 2.9 m mm m , * * * * # • * 2.2
7, Others 2 ,1 ■» « * * 1,5 13,3 * • * ♦ 9.1 3*3
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
Another question, shown in Table VI, dealt with the teachers1 
opinions as to whom should do the rating. Sixty-six percent of the 
entire responding group preferred being rated by the superintendent,
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supervisor, and principal* It .is startling to note the difference 
between the opinion of the colored secondary teachers and the other 
teachers in the county on this question* Only 29 percent of the 
colored secondary teachers desired the rating done by the superinten­
dent, supervisor and principal, while almost half preferred the 
rating done by their fellow teachers* The confidence felt by the 
colored secondary teachers in the fairness and ability of their 
fellow teachers evidently was not shared by the colored elementary 
teachers as not one expressed a desire to be rated in this way*
TABLE VII* HOi SHOULD TEACHEES BE IBFQRSQ5D OP 
TBEIE EATING?
^BSas5s_ saBB!g!F|regint^ ^
Questions asked Elementary High Grand
of teachers White Hegro Total White Negro Total Total
If efficiency rating© 
were used, the follow­
ing practice should be 
followed with reference 
to informing teachers 
of the ratings.
o* Teacher should 
not be informed 
of rating*. < .... 9*5
1« Teacher should be 
permitted to see 
rating on
request* 29*6 ....
2* Copy of rating 
should be mailed 
to teachers. 29*8 28.6
2*9 6*7 .... 4.5 3.3
20.6 13*3 42.9 22.7 21*1
29.4 .... 14.3 4.5 23*3
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TABLE TO. HOW SHOULD TEACHERS BE U9FORSED GE 
THEIR RAT BIG? • continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked Elementary High Grand
of teachers Whit© Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
40*4 61,9 47*1 80,0 42*9 68,2 52,2
47 21 68 15 7 22 90
When asked as to hoe the teachers should be informed of
S
their rating over half said they preferred to be informed in an 
individual conference. Eighty percent of the white secondary teachers 
were in favor of this plan. Only 3 percent of the entire responding 
group favored the plan of not informing the teachers at all. This 
opinion came entirely from the colored elementary and the white 
secondary teachers. The plans for informing the teachers of their 
ratings are given in Table VII.
If efficiency ratings 
were used the follow­
ing practice should 
be followed with 
reference to inform­
ing teachers of the 
rating,
3* Teacher should 
be informed of 
rating in an 
individual con­
ference.
Teachers responding
3 7
TABLE VIII. SHOULD EFF33GIEKCI RATIHGS BE USED AS A 
FACTOR. W  SEIEOT.BIG SUHHIOR TEACHERS?
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
If higher salaries 
were paid to 
superior teachers, 
efficiency ratings 
should he used as 
one factor in 
selecting the 
superior teachers*
e. Agree 76.7 76*2 77,9 60,0 100*0 66,4 60,0
1* 8o opinion 12*6 14*3 13*2 20,0 13*6 13*3
2* Disagree 6,5 9,5 6 .6 *,,* 6.7
Teachers responding 47 .21 66 15 7 * 22 90
The problem of efficiency ratings is closely related to the 
discussion .in the previous section on the use of the. salary schedules 
based on merit. The teachers were asked if they thought that efficiency 
ratings should be used as .a factor in selecting superior teachers in 
case higher salaries were paid to superior teachers as shown in Table 
VIII* Eighty percent favored this plan. Only 7 percent disagreed with 
It| this disapproval was found only .among the elementary teachers, as 
not one secondary teacher disagreed. Thirteen percent had no opinion.
Elementary and high school salaries. The Rational .Education
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Association has been on record in favor of equal pay for elementary 
and secondary teachers for many years and includes the principle in 
its permanent "platform* for action.
Several questions in this study dealt with the desirability 
of equal pay for elementary and secondary teachers# and with the 
wisdom of providing salary rewards for higher professional quali­
fications.
TABEE IX. SBG81D BEEMBBTAHY AH) BECOHMRY TEACHERS RECEIVE 
QQUAL PAY?
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
Teachers in 
elementary 
school should 
receive the 
same salaries 
as high school 
teachers of 
equivalent 
qualifies! ions.
©, Agree 97,9 95,2 97.1 100,0 100,0 100,0 97.8
1. Ho opinion **.* .»*♦ «*•» *»## «*•*
2, Disagree 2.1 4*3 2,9 .* *, «*,, 2,2
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
As shown in Table IX, the elementary and secondary teachers- 
98 percent- were almost unanimous in favoring equal pay} the small 
percent who disagreed came from the elementary group. The secondary
group favored the plan 100 percent.
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TABLE I. WHAT WOULD BE THE EFFECT 01-1 THE KQRAZS OF THE JSWmttm 
A m  SECONDARY TEACHERS IF THEY RECEIVED EQUAL PAY?
lent in^ _eachoplnion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
What effect upon the 
morale of elementary 
teachers will result 
from the practice of 
paying higher sala­
ries to high school 
than to elementary 
teachers?
0. Halses morale 
of elementary 
teachers*
1. Lowers morale of 
elementary 
teachers.
2. Has no sig­
nificant effect 
on morale of 
elementary 
teachers.
The payment of equal 
salaries to high 
school and elementary 
school teachers is 
likely to have what 
effect on the morale 
of high-school 
teachers?
o. Raises morale 
of high
school teachers. «... 4*8 1.5 .... 42.9 13.6 8.9
2 .1 19.0 7.4 .... 42.9 13*6 8.9
85.2 38.1 70.6 100.0 57.1 86.4 74.4
12.5 42.9 22.1 .... .... .... 16.7
4 0
TABLE X, WHAT WOULD BE THE EFFECT 01 THE MORALS OF THE 
EIEMTARY ADD SBCGHBARY TEACHERS IF THEY 
RECEIVED EQUAL PAY? - continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers * Whit© Hegro Total Whit© Hegro Total Total
The payment of equal 
salaries to high 
school and elementary 
school teachers is 
likely to have what 
effect on the morale 
of hlgh-school 
teachers?
1* Lowers morale 
of high school 
teachers*
2. Has no sig­
nificant effect 
on morale of 
high school 
teachers.
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
Two questions were asked as to the probable effect on teachers* 
morale. The first dealt with the probable effect on elementary teachers 
of higher pay to secondary teachers. As shown in Table X# seventy-five 
percent of the entire reporting group agreed that this practice would 
lower the morale of the elementary teacher. The white teachers agreed 
with this opinion more strongly than did the colored teachers. Eighty- 
five percent of the white elementary teachers and 100 percent of the
8.5 19.0 11.7 .... .... .... 8.9
91.5 76.2 86.8 100.0 57.1 86.4 86.7
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white secondary teachers agreed with this. Forty-three percent of 
the colored elementary teachers claimed that this practice would 
have no significant effect on the morale of the elementary teachers; 
while 43 percent of the colored secondary teachers believed that it 
would actually raise the morale of the elementary teachers!
The second question dealt with the possible effect on 
secondary teachers of equal pay to elementary teachers* Eighty- 
seven percent of the entire responding group agreed that it would 
have no significant effect on the morale of the secondary teachers* 
Hot one secondary teacher thought that it would lower the morale of 
the secondary teachers. Forty-three of the colored secondary teach­
ers went so far as to say that it would raise the morale of the 
secondary teachers by giving equal pay to elementary and secondary 
teachers*
Closely related to the idea of equal pay for elementary 
and secondary teachers is the idea of higher pay to teachers with 
higher academic qualifications.
fmiE XI. SHOOT) HIGHER LEVELS OF PREPARATION BE 
REWARDED BI HIGHER SALARIES?
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Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers Whit© Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
A teacher with a 
Masters1 Degree 
should he paid 
more than a 
teacher with only 
a Bachelors1 
Degree, experience 
and other factors 
being equal?
0. Agree
1. No opinion
2. Disagree
A teacher with six 
years of preparation 
should be paid more 
than a teacher with 
only five years of 
preparation, experience 
and other factors 
being equal?
©. Agree 
1* Ho opinion 
2. Disagree
63.8
10.6
25.5
57.2 
9.5
33.3
61.8
10.3
27.9
80.0
13.3
6.7
85.7
14.3
«...
81.8
13.6
4.3
66,7
11.1
22,2
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
As shown in Table XI, a large majority-82 percent-favored 
rewarding higher preparation with extra salary. The white teachers 
were more emphatic than were the colored teachers, regarding this
80*9
4.3
14.9
76.2 
9.5
14.3
79.4
5.9
14.7
93.3....
6.7
85.7
14.3
90.9
4.5
4.5
82,2
5.6
12.2
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opinion. The majority-67 psrcent-was much less in favor of making a 
recognition of such a fractional unit, as six years of preparation as 
compared to five years % the colored secondary teachers who had an 
opinion on the question were just as strongly in favor of one as for 
the other. No reporting teacher had a Masters* Degree, but four 
out of every five teachers believed a teacher with a Masters*
Degree should receive a higher salary than one having a Bachelors* 
Degree.
Salary differentials for men teachers and for dependents. 
Equal pay for men and women has long been advocated by the National 
Education Association and Is now in effect by law in twelve states 
and by school board policy or law in about three-fourths of the
7larger school systeas-87 percent in cities over 100,000 In population* 
In smaller cities and in rural communities less progress has been 
made toward equal pay.
? Educational Research Service Circular Ho. 3 aid 
No. 6, 1945* *$♦ E. A. Research Division and 
American Association of School Administration
i
i
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TAB IE HI, OPINIONS (M SAUM DIPFEMTIALS FOE SEX AND FOE 
DEPEB1DS3OT.
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary Hi# Cfcand
teachers White Negro Total White Negro Total Total
How can the problem 
of adjusting salary 
to take into account 
the number of 
dependents a teacher 
has be managed?
0, Women and men 
teachers should 
receive equal 
pay for equal 
work and 
qualifications 5 
the support of 
dependents 
should not be
a factor in 
fixing
salaries. 91.5 66*7 83*8 60,0 71,4 63.6 78,9
1, lien teachers # 
both married 
and single 
should receive 
higher salaries 
than women 
teachers, with­
out regard to 
the number of
dependents* 2,1 ***• 1.5 ,». * 14.3 4*5 2*2
2, Harried men 
should receive 
higher salaries 
than other 
teachers, the 
extra amount 
varying with 
the number of
dependents* .... 9.5 2*9 *•*» 14*3 4*5 3*3
as
TABLE m .  OPIiilOBS ON SALARY DIFFERENTIALS FOR SEX AND FOR 
DBRSNDEHCX - continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Negro Total White Negro Total Total
How can the problem 
of adjusting salary 
to take into account 
the number of 
dependents a teacher 
has be managed?
3. Married men 
should receive 
higher salaries 
than other 
teachers being 
paid a fixed 
additional 
amount rather 
than a family 
allowance that 
varies with the 
number of
dependents« • 6#7 •««* 4*5 1*1
4# A family
allowance plan 
should be 
provided for 
both men and 
women teachers, 
to provide extra 
pay for the 
support of 
dependent adults
and children, 6,4 23,8 11,7 33,3 22.7 14*4
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
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As shown in Table XII, the teachers were asked to sake & 
choice among fine suggested methods of meeting the problem of salary 
differential for men teachers and for dependency load of Individual 
teachers* It mast be remembered that these opinions are based mainly 
on women teachers* replies*
A majority-79 percent-favored equal pay with dependents 
not a consideration. Ninety-two percent of the white elementary 
teachers were of this opinion against only 60 percent of the white 
secondary teachers, and 66 percent of the negro elementary teachers. 
The two last groups were slightly in favor of a family allowance for 
both men and women teachers$ 33 percent of the former and 24 percent
of the latter expressing this opinion, The less favored of all five 
plans was for married men to receive higher salaries and to be paid 
a fixed additional amount for each dependent. Only 7 percent of the
t
white secondary teachers favored this*. These represented only 1 
percent of the entire responding group*
TAB IE nil. BFFBCT OB SORAIE OF WOIEH TEACHERS OF PROTUffiaJ 
EXTRA PAT TO HEN TEACHERS.
Percent of teachers Indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Negro Total White Negro Total Total
What effect on the 
morale of women teach­
ers will result from 
the paying of higher 
salaries to men?
o. Halses morale
of women* 4*3 9*5 5*9 ••*• 28*6 9*1 6*7
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TABLE n n *  EFFECT 0*1 1OTAEE OF tiam TEACHEHS OF PROVIDING 
EXTRA FAX TO NEB TEACHEHS - continued
Percent of teachers Indicating each opinion
Questions asked of 
teachers
Elementary 
White Hegro Total White
High
Hegro Total
Qrand
Total
What effect on the 
morale of woman teach­
ers will result from 
the paying of higher 
salaries to men?
1* Lowers morale
of women.
2. Has no sig­
nificant effect 
on moral© of
85.2 57.2 76.5 86*7 42.9 72.7 75.6
women teachers* 10.6 33.3 17.6 13.3 28.6 18.2 17.8
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
Three-fourths of the teachers believed that the probable 
effect of salary differentials for men and women would be to lower 
the morale of women teachers* Only about one-third of the negro 
elementary and secondary teachers thought that it would have no 
significant effect* Twenty-nine percent of the negro secondary 
teachers claimed that it would raise the morale of women teachers* 
These figures are shown in Table XHX.
Employment of married women as teachers. When asked as 
to how the employment of married women should be handled, the 
teachers were emphatic in their disapproval of the plan of hiring
4#
no married teachers and of the dismissing of one when she does 
marry* Only 1 percent approved of this plan* The group was about 
equally divided in favor of married women being eligible for appoint­
ment and continued employment on the same basis as single women with 
no provision made for maternity leave and in the same plan with 
maternity leave provided for. The negro teachers favored a maternity 
leave plan much more strongly than did the white teachers f 62 per­
cent of the elementary and 71 percent of the negro secondary teachers 
expressing this choice. These figures are shown in Table XI?, below*
TAB IE XI?. SHOULD smKKIBD WOHS BE EMPLOYED AS TEA0HEBS?
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of 
teachers
Elementary 
Ihite Negro Total
Hi&h
White Negro Total
Grand
Total
The employment of 
married women as 
teachers should be 
handled in the way 
checked below.
o* Ho married woman should 
be appointed as 
regular teachers 
and single women 
who marry should be 
dismissed. Ho 
married woman 
should be em­
ployed except as
substitutes. 2 .1 .... 1*5 ••*» ***• •••* 1.1
mTABLE XBT. SHOULD CARRIED fOlEN BE E’fPLQTED AS TEACHERS?
••continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Negro Total White Negro Total Total
The employment of 
married women as 
teachers should he 
handled in the way 
checked below.
1. Ho married women 
should be appoint­
ed as new teachers 
but single women 
who marry should 
not be dismissed 
so long as service 
is continuous and
successful* 2*1 9*5 4*4 20.0 .**• 13*6 6.7
2* ferried women should 
be eligible for 
appointment and 
continued employment 
on same baids as 
single women but no 
provision should 
be made for 
maternity leave
of absences. 55.3 28*6 47.1 40*0 28.6 36.4 44*4
3* Harried women should 
be eligible for 
appointment and 
continued employment! 
provision should be 
made for maternity
leave. 40.4 61.9 4?,1 40.0 71.4 50*0 47.8
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
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In Table ffl, an attempt has been made to determine any 
difference of opinion, if any, between the married and the single 
teachers of.the County on the question of the employment of married 
teachers# In this tabulation, the widowed* separated, or divorced 
group has been eliminated, showing only the opinions of the actually 
married or single teachers# Twelve percent of the teaching force 
is widowed, separated or divorced# Ho married teachers and only 
3 percent of the single teachers would deny a woman the right to 
continue in her profession if she married. The single and married 
teachers showed little appreciable difference in their approval of 
the hiring of married teachers without maternity leave, but the 
number of married teachers who approved of maternity leave was double 
that of the single teachers* One-fourth more married white secondary 
teachers wanted maternity leave than did the married white elementary 
teachers, but the reverse was true of the colored teachers* One 
hundred percent of the married teachers approved of employing married 
women either with or without maternity leave with the majority-60 per­
cent-favoring a maternity leave* Sore than three-fourths of the 
single teachers approved of the same, but favored, slightly, a no 
maternity plan-44- percent as against 38 percent.
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TAB IS OT. HUT WOULD BE THE EFFECT OF A «B0 - MARRIAGE RULE* 
OS THE 13CFUZE OP WOMEB TEACHERS?
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
What effect on the 
morale of women 
teachers will 
result from the 
practice of a 
•Bo - Marriage” 
rule?
o. Raises morale 
of women
teachers* 2*1 14*3 5*9 *#** 14*3 4*5 5*6
1* Lowers morale 
of women
teachers. 74*5 66.7 72.1 73.3 85.7 77.3 73.3
2. Has no sig­
nificant effect 
on women
teachers. 23.4 19.0 22.0 26*7 .**. 18.2 21.1
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
Table X7I report© the views of its® teacher© on the probable 
effect of "Ho-Marriago rules11 on the moral© of women teachers* Almost 
three-fourths believed it would lower the morale of the women teachers. 
This majority together with the one-fifth who believed there would be 
no significant effect on moral© is consistent with the large majority 
who favored nondiscrimination.
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TABLE XVII. SHOULD TEACHEHS BE BEQUIHEB TO GIVE OBJECTIVE EVXD£NCS
OP PROFESSIOML GBOffH B  SEIVICE.
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
Some school systems 
require that teachers 
give evidence of 
continued professional' 
growth at stated 
intervals* This 
matter should he 
handled in this 
system in the way 
checked below.
o. k professional 
growth require­
ment should b© In 
effect which may 
be met only by 
professional 
study in formal 
courses.
1« A professional 
growth require­
ment should be 
In effect which 
requires some 
formal courses, 
but may be met 
in part by other 
approved 
activities such 
as educative 
travel, research, 
or work 
experience*
2.1 .... 1*5 13.3 28*6 18.2 5.6
51.1 61.9 54.4 53.3 57.1 54.5 54.4
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fABIE T O ,  SHOOK) TEACHERS BE REQUIRE!) fO GOT OBJECTOT mDBNSE 
OF FROPiSSXQHAI* GROWTH IM SERf lCE * continued
Feroent of teachers Indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers Whit© Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
Some school systems 
require that teachers 
give evidence of 
continued professional 
growth at stated 
intervals* This 
matter should be 
handled in this 
system in the way 
cheeked below.
2. A professional 
growth require­
ment should be in 
effect which may 
be met infull by 
approved activities 
other than formal
courses* 14*9 ***. 10.3 6*7 14*3 9.1 10*0
3* A definite program 
should be in effect 
to encourage con­
tinued professional 
growth but no fix­
ed requirements 
should be set
up* 17*0 28*6 20*6 6*7 .... 4*5 16*7
A* Professional
growth should be 
left to the 
initiative of in­
dividual teach­
ers. 14*9 9.5 13.2 20*0 .... 13*6 13*3
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
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■ Professional growth, Replies from teachers as to 
requirements of professional growth show that over half prefer 
the plan of setting up a definite professional growth require­
ment including some formal courses but recognizing other professional 
activities as well. Fifty-four percent gave this preference as 
shown In Table XVII. Only 6 percent favored a requirement for the 
completion of a certain number of college course credits with no 
professional activities accepted. Only 13 percent of the entire 
group said that professional growth should be left entirely to 
the initiative of the Individual teacher. Twenty percent of the 
white secondary teachers and 15 percent of the whit© elementary 
teachers favored this plan* Only 10 percent of the negro elementary 
teachers andnone of the negro secondary approved of it*
TAB IE XVIII, OPINIONS ON TENURE ABB DISMISSAL OF TEACHERS* 
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Hegro Total White Negro Total Total
After a probationary 
period, competent teachers 
should be placed on 
continuous tenure, with­
out the need for annual 
contracts or reappoint­
ment but subject to 
dismissal (after due 
notice and a hearing) 
for misconduct or 
Incompetence.
o. Agree 72.3 57*2 67.6 06,7 71.4 81.8 71.1
5 7
rmm xrax. ohhxghs oh tehhhe abd dismissal op tsachbrs.
•continued- 
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
After a probationary 
period, competent teachers 
should be placed on . 
continuous tenure, with­
out the need for annual 
contracts or reappoint­
ment but subject to 
dismissal (after due 
notice and a hearing) 
for misconduct or 
incompetence*
1. Ho opinion 12.8 19.0 14.7 6.7 28.6 13.6 14*4
2. Disagree 14*9 23,8 17.6 6.7 .... 4.5 14*4
The school authorities 
should be more 
aggressive than at 
present in dismissing 
or otherwise getting 
rid of incompetent 
teachers.
0. Agree 66.0 66.7 66.2 73.3 85.7 77.3 68,9
1. Ho opinion 27.7 19.0 25.0 26.7 14.3 22,7 24.4
2. Disagree 6.4 14.3 8*8 ««*« ••*« **•* 6.7
The County Teacher1 s 
Associations should act as 
follows when questions 
arise over the dis­
missal of teachers.
o. On request of
the teacher con­
cerned, investi­
gate the facts 
and make re­
commendations 
to school
authorities. 80.9 85.7 82.4 86.7 85.7 86.4 83.3
5 8
m i l  XVIII* OPINIONS GN TEND HE ABB DISMISSAL OF TEACHERS*
-continued-
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Negro Total White Hegro Total Total
The County Teacher*s 
Associations should act 
as follows when questions 
arise over the dis­
missal of teachers*
1* Remain neutralj
take no action* 19*2 14*3 17*6 13.3 14.3 13*6 16*7
Teachers would he willing 
to cooperate in a plan 
whereby panels of teachers, 
temporarily detailed from 
their classrooms would 
render advisory service in 
passing on the competence 
of teachers who were being 
considered for dismissal*
o. Agree 36.2 61.9 44*1 46.7 •••• 31*3 41*1
1* Ho opinion 27*7 23*8 26.5 20.0 85.7 40.9 30.0
2. Disagree 36*2 14*3 29.4 33*3 14.3 27*2 28.9
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
Tenure. Few questions relating to the employment of 
teachers are more closely related to teacher welfare and educational 
efficiency than that of continuous tenure for teachers who have 
demonstrated their ability in a period of probationary service* That 
teachers of Princess Anne County are in favor of this plan is shown 
in Table XVIII* Seventy-one percent recorded agreement with this.
59
The secondary teachers were ©or© emphatic than the elementary teachers 
regarding this plan -89 percent as against 68 percent* Fourteen 
percent recorded no opinion, while only 14 percent disagreed with the 
idea,
Although studies have shown that teachers can he, and
8often are dismissed for cause when permanent tenure is in effect, 
the principle of tenure is sometimes opposed on the assumption that 
those who support tenure are seeking to protect inefficiency* In 
an effort to gain further light on the point of view of the teachers, 
they were asked for an opinion on the policy in the Princess Ann© 
School system regarding dismissals even though continuous tenure is 
not in effect in the County, One-fourth of the teachers recorded 
no opinion, hut two-thirds of the elementary teachers and over three- 
fourths of the secondary teachers endorsed the view that school 
authorities should be more aggressive than at present in dismissing 
or otherwise getting rid of incompetent teachers. The replies showed 
that the secondary teachers-77 percent-ware more dissatisfied than 
were the elementary teachers -66 percent - and that the colored 
teachers were more dissatisfied than the white teachers with the 
existing efforts to exclude Inefficiency from the Princess Anne 
classrooms.
Answers indicated considerable doubt on the part of the 
teachers as to participation by teachers themselves in case of
® BJS«A« Research Bulletin, Vol. 20, May 1942, p, 106,
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proposed dismissals* Uore than half * 59 percent - expressed 
disagreement with, or no opinion on the idea that teachers would 
be willing to cooperate in such a plan. About two out of every five 
thought the teachers would be willing to help.
The recommendation that when a question arises over the 
dismissal of a teacher, the County Teachers* Association should, on 
request of the teacher concerned, investigate the facts, and make 
recommendations to the school authorities met with a high degree of 
acceptance. Eighty-three percent expressed themselves in favor of 
it. This practice has not been followed in the County.
TABLB XIX. MOW SHOULD SICK LEAfE BE HAHBLSD,
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers Whit© Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
Having in mind that 
the cost of sick leave 
has to be paid for 
from school funds, 
sick leave should be 
handled in the way 
checked belowt
o* All teachers who 
are absent because 
of illness should 
lose full pay for
days absent. •««« *#»* *••« ♦ * •«
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TABLE m *  HOT SHOULD SICK LEAVE BE BABBLED - continued 
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
Having in raind that 
the cost of sick leave 
has to be paid for 
from school funds, 
sick leave should be 
handled in the nay 
checked below?
1. Teachers absent 
because of illness 
should receive 
their full salary 
less the cost of 
providing a
substitute* •««« . ... 6*7 28,6 13*6 3*3
2. Five days per 
school year of 
sick leave with 
full mv should
be provided* 6,4 14*3 8.8 6*7 14.3 9*1 8.9
3* Ten days per school 
year of sick leave 
with full rav should
be provided. 68.1 71,4 69.1 40.0 57.1 45*5 63*3
4* Fifteen days per 
school year of 
sick leave with 
full pay should
be provided. 25.5 9.5 20.6 40.0 .... 27*3 22*2
5. More than fifteen 
days per school 
year of sick leave 
with fill pay 
should be
provided. «... 4*8 1.5 6.7 .... 4*5 2,2
6 * Other **»* ■ #* *■♦ * * *» «... •*».
6 2
TRBLE XIX* HOT SHOULD SICK LEAVE BE BAHDIED - continued 
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
To meet the problem of 
long periods of illness 
unused days of sick 
leave should be hard led 
in the way checked below:
0. Unused days of 
sick leave should 
cumulate to the 
teacher*s credit, 
up to thirty
days, 72,2 81.0 75*0 60*0 85.7 68*2 73*3
1, Sick leave should 
cumulate up to
sixty days* 8*5 4.8 7*4 20*0 14*3 18*2 10,0
2* Sick leave should
cumulate up to
ninety days, 17*0 4*8 13*2 13*3 .... 9.1 12.2
3. Sick leave should
not be allowed to 
cumulate as pro­
vision for cumulative 
sick leave may deter 
teachers from taking 
annual sick leave
as needed. 2.1 9*5 4*4 ««.. *••• *.** 3.3
4* Other plan* •*** * * • • #*** 6*7 #.*• 4*5 1*1
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
/ Sick Leave. The current study included two questions on
sick leave which form the basis for Table XIX, Sixty-three percent
' ; /  '
of the- entire group favored ten days sick leave with full pay, while
//
/
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22 percent thought no less than fifteen days would be adequate* Only 
2 percent asked for more than fifteen days. The elementary teachers 
were more contented with ten days than were the secondary teachersj 
69 percent of the first group and 46 percent of the second group 
favoring the plan. The white secondary group was equally divided in 
preferring ten and fifteen days, while only one-fourth of the white 
elementary teachers thought fifteen days necessary. The negro 
elementary - 71 per cent - and secondary teachers - 57 percent - 
were In favor of ten days. The slight preference for more than 
fifteen days came from the colored elementary and the white secondary 
teachers. At present, the administration given ten days sick leave 
with full pay.
The teachers were also asked if they thoughtunused days 
of sick leave should be allowed to cumulate from one year to 
another so as to meet the problem of periods of illness* Of the 
five possible answers listed in the questionnaire, the one checked by 
the largest number of teachers was nunused days of sick leave should 
cumulate to the teacher*s credit up to thirty days". Almost three- 
fourths of the entire group expressed this preference. Only 10 
percent expressed their need for sixty days, and 12 percent for ninety 
days* four percent of the elementary teachers felt that sick leave 
should not cumulate at all. Seven percent of the white secondary 
teachers were not satisfied with any of the plans listed, but failed 
to offer any other. These are mentioned as the opinions of a very 
small group are sometimes of significance. Sick leave cumulates up 
to twenty days in the Princess Anne school system at present.
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TrniM XX. OPINIONS OH FIXING A DEFINITE AGE FOR COMPULSORY
retirement of teachers.
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion___________
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Negro Total Whit© Negro Total Total
The problem of terminat­
ing the services of older 
teachers should be handled 
in the way checked below 8
o* No definite age 
for retirement 
should be 
fixed| each case 
should be handled 
on an individual
basis * 57*4 52*4 55*9 40.0 57*1 45*5 53*3
1* A definite age 
for compulsory 
retirement should 
be specified# 
preferably what
ages 42*6 47.7 44.1 60.0 42.9 54.5 46.7
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
Teacher retirement. Retirement laws are fixed by the State 
Department of Education, so it was believed that only an opinion as 
to a definite age for compulsory retirement would show satisfaction 
or dissatisfaction on the part of the teachers in the County. At 
present voluntary retirement is fixed at 65 years of age and compulsory 
retirement at 70 years of age.
The question asked as to what age should compulsory
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retirement take place, offering two possible answers, as follows! 
(1) Ho definite age for retirement should be fixed} each case 
should be handled on an individual basis} and (2) A definite age 
for compulsory retirement should be specified «* number of years 
preferred to be written in* The responses are shown in table XX* 
The teachers were almost equally divided as to fixing no definite 
age for compulsory retirement, and as to having a definite age for 
compulsory retirement} the former showing a percent of 53, and 
the latter of 47 percent* The elementary teachers were slightly 
more in favor of no definite age limit than were the secondary 
teachers, ID percent more of the elementary teachers favoring this 
plan*
TABLE XXX. OPINIONS AS TO A® FOH COMPULSORY RETIRErJEHT.
_____ Percent of teachers indicating each opinion_______
Humber of Elementary Secondary Grand
years - age White Hegro Total White Hegro Total Total
20 years •».* 7*7 3*4 ... * • e » • ... * 2.6
30 years 6.3 23.1 13*8 0 * * * • . o • «... 10.3
50 years XS.7 7*7 13*8 14.3 * * * * * * * * 12.8
55 years • * * « 7*7 3.4 38.6 33*3 10.0 10,3
60 years 68.7 15.4 44.8 42.9 33*3 30.0 43.6
65 years 6*3 23*1 13*8 #*** 33.3 40.0 12,8
70 years .»** 15*4 6.9 14.3 .... 10.0 7*7
Tehchers responding 16 13 29 7 3 10 39
\  /' , i
N \  I
■' Table XXX shows the ages at which a definite age for
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compulsory retirement Is wished. The figure© show only those who 
specified a certain age as some who preferred compulsory retirement 
did not give the age limit desired* It Is to be seen that the 
present plan of compulsory retirement at 70 years of age Is not 
acceptable to SO percent of those wanting a definite age limit.
This SO percent of teachers desire a limit not later than 60 years. 
It seems probable from the answers of some of those responding 
that the years of service was given rather than a preferred age as 
asked for in the questionnaire. It is of interest to note that 
the secondary teachers are willing to be retired at a much later age 
than are the elementary teachers j 33 percent thinking 65 years a 
reasonable age.
TAB IE XXII. PART ICIPATI0B BT TEAQHEBS M  W m i - m K i m  ABB 
ADMIBISTEATIVE FONCTIOIS,
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of 
teachers
Elementary 
White Begro Total White
High
Hegro Total
Grand
Total
What is your opinion 
as to the amount of 
participation by 
teachers in the 
Administrations
o. Should be re­
duced 
1* Should be in­
12,8 .. •, 8,8 13,3 «... 9.1 8.9
creased 
2. Should be con­
tinued at about
46,8 71.4 54.4 66.7 85.7 72.7 58,9
present level 40.4 28.6 36,7 20.0 14.3 18,3 32.2
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n m m  XXII* PARTICIPATIOB BX TEACHERS IB PGEKX-mKIM ABB 
ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS * continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Hegro Total Whit© Hegro Total Total
Panels of teachers,
temporarily detailed 
from their classrooms, 
could and would render 
effective service in 
helping to evaluate 
the qualifications 
of applicants for 
teaching positions,
©, Agree 44.7 38.1 42,6 33.3 42.9 36.4 41.1
1. m  opinion 34.0 42.9 36.7 26*7 42.9 31.8 35.6
2, Disagree 21.3 19.0 20,6 40,0 14.3 31.8 23.3
An administrative 
council including re­
presentatives of 
teachers and of other 
groups on the school 
staff, should consider 
educational policies 
and make recommendations 
to the school authorities.
0, Agree 83.0 90.5 85.3 100,0 85.7 95.5 87.8
1, Ho ©pinion 14.9 9.5 13*2 .... 14.3 4.5 11.1
2, ■ Disagree 2.1 «... 1*5 .... .... «... 1,1
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
Teacher participation in administration. The questionnaire 
Included several items dealing with the part that teachers my play
68
in school, policy-making# Summarized in Table XXII, the replies shew 
that the secondary teachers more than elementary teachers seemed to 
wish for greater responsibility in policy formatj on* By whatever 
grouping is made, the replies shot? a general tendency toward wanting 
a greater rather than a lesser part In making decisions*
The first question dealt with the general problem in broad 
. fashion by asking if the amount of participation by the teachers in 
Princess Anne County in committees, councils, and other administrative 
and policy-forming groups should be reduced or increased. Fifty- 
nine percent favored an increase In such activities. Only 9 percent 
favored a reduction$ about one-third felt that no change was needed. 
The colored teachers of the county felt more strongly that an 
increase in participation was needed than did the white teachers.
On the proposal that classroom teachers, temporarily 
detailed from their classroom, might help to evaluate applicants for 
teaching positions, 41 percent recorded agreement, 36 percent did 
not wish to express themselves, and 23 percent disagreed. This 
hesitancy on the part of the teachers to help select teachers is 
consistent with their wish not to be called upon as individual teachers 
in passing on the competence of teachers who were being considered for 
dismissal as was shown in Table XVIII.
A very high endorsement was given to the plan of having an 
administrative council, including representatives of teachers and of 
other groups on the school staff to consider educational policies and
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make recommendation to the school authorities* Eighty-eight percent 
approved this plan. This is also consistent with the large number 
who approved of the plan of having the County Teachers* Association 
act as the spokesman for the professional employees, and to confer 
with the administration in considering policies affecting conditions 
of employment of teachers as was shown in Table XVIII*
The question arises as to the reason for the inconsistency 
of this seeming hesitancy on the part of the teachers to assume 
individual responsibility with their eagerness for more aggressive­
ness on the part of the County Teachers* Association and groups 
of teachers.
TABES XXIII. POLICIES RBGEIVIEG MAJORITY APPROVAL.
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Elementary Secondary Grand
Policy White Kegro Total White Negro Total Total
Salary recognition of 
superior teaching 
through supermaximum 
or other salary class
for superior teachers. 66.0 71.4. 67.6 80.0 57*1 72*7 68.9
Efficiency ratings 
for all teachers
every year. 61.7 81.0 67.6 53.3 85.7 63*6 66.7
Equal pay for element­
ary and secondary teach­
ers of equivalent 
qualifications - the
single-salary schedule. 97.9 95.2 97.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 97.8
7 0
TAB IE XXIII, POLICIES KECEITOtG StoJORm APPROVAL -  continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Elementary Secondary Grand
Policy White legro Total White Hegro Total Total
Higher pay to recognise 
higher levels of prep­
aration; "tasters *
Degree as compared to
Bachelors* Degree, 80.9 76.2 79*4 93,1 85*7 80.9 82.2
Equal pay for men and 
women with no family
allowances, 91,5 66.7 83.8 60,0 71.4 63,6 78,9
Employment of married 
women as teachers 
with provision for
maternity leave, ,«»» 61.9 *■**• •«*, 71,4 50.0 ««•«
Employment of married 
women as teachers with 
no provision for 
maternity leave, 55*3
Professional growth 
requirement requiring 
some formal courses 
but recognition of
other activities, 51.1 61.9 54*4 53,3 57,1 54.5 54,4
Continuous tenure 
subject to dismissal 
for misconduct or
incompetence. 72,3 57,2 67,6 86.7 71,4 81,8 71.1
School authorities 
should be more 
aggressive in dis­
missing incompetent
teachers, 66,0 66.7 66.2 73,3 85,7 77*3 68.9
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TABLE XXIII. POLICIES RECEIVING MAJORITY APPROVAL - continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Elementary Secondary Grand
Policy White Negro Total White Negro Total Total
The County Teachers1 
Association should 'on 
request of the teacher 
concerned investigate and make 
recommendations to 
school authorities when 
questions arise over the
dismissal of teachers. 80.0 85*7 82,4 86.7 85.7 86.4 83.3
Ten days per school 
year of sick leave 
with full nay should
be provided. 68,1 71*4 69.1 .... 57.1 .... 63.3
Unused sick leave should 
cumulate to the teachers1
credit.up to 30 days, 72.3 81.0 75.0 60,0 85.7 68,2 73,3
No definite age for
compulsory retirement. 57,4 52.4 55.9 .... 57,1 .... 53.3
A definite age for 
compulsory retirement
should be fixed, »««* •«»« *«*» 60.0 »• *. 54,5 .•,.
Teacher participation 
in the administration
should be increased. .... 71.4 54.4 66.7 85.7 72.7 58.9
! .
County Teachers*
Association should be 
the spokesman for 
the professional 
employees and should 
confer with the 
administration on 
policies affecting 
conditions of employ­
ment! of teachers. 74.5 .... 61.7 80.0 57.1 72.7 64.4
/
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TABLE XXIII. POLICIES RSC£iraG MWORITX APPROVAL • continued
Percent_ofJ^ Qfichers iMjeatli|g_e&cjL_o^ |l^ ___
Elementary Secondary Grand
Policy Whit© llegro Total Whit© Hegro Total Total
Representative 
teachers acting as 
an administrative 
council should 
consider educational 
policies and make 
recommendations to 
the school
authorities. 83.0 90.5 85.3 100.0 85.7 95.5 87.8
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
Policies receiving majority approval of the teachers. Table 
XXIII lists all the policies mentioned In the foregoing discussion 
that were approved by as many as 50 percent or more of the teachers 
responding. The purpose of the table is to show the policies favored 
by the majority of the entire responding teaching personnel and to 
Shan the differences In approval as shown between school divisions 
and between the white and the colored teachers.
As shown by this table, the present practice of not re­
warding superior teachers through extra pay is disapproved by 69 
percent of the teachers. The dissatisfaction seems to be greatest 
among the white secondary teachers - four out of every five ex­
pressing this dissatisfaction.
Although no efficiency rating of teachers is don© in the
7 3
County, two-thirds of the teachers felt that the plan would increase
the efficiency of the teachers*
Almost one hundred percent of the teachers expressed 
approval of the present plan of paying elementary and secondary 
teachers of equivalent qualifications on an equal basis*
Pour out of every five teachers wanted higher pay for 
higher levels of preparation beyond the bachelors* degree.
Over three-fourths favored equal pay for men and women 
with no family allowance.
More than half of the teachers of the county approved of 
the plan of employment of married women with or without maternity 
leave. Married women are not discriminated against in this county, 
but there is no provision made for maternity leave. It is interest­
ing to note that over half of the colored teachers approved of 
maternity leave. A little over half of the white elementary teachers 
approved of employing married women but with no provision made for 
maternity leave.
Slightly more than half of the teachers approved of recog­
nition of research, travel and other forms of educational activities, 
with some formal courses for professional growth requirement.
Seventy-one percent of the teachers felt the need of some 
plan of continuous tenure. There is, at present no such plan in 
the system. Here, again, as in salary recognition, the white 
secondary teachers showed the greatest dissatisfaction with exist­
ing policies.
nIt is startling to not© th© majority of teachers - 69 
percent - who believe that the school authorities are not aggressive 
enough in dismissing incompetent teachers, who are retarding 
efficiency in the school system, the secondary teachers - 77 per­
cent - are more emphatic in this stand than are the elementary 
teachers.
Th© idea of the County Teachers* Association having a 
part in the dismissing of teachers is entirely new in Prim ess Anne 
County, yet four out of every five teachers responding think it 
should ha done.
A majority of 63 percent of the teachers seem to he 
content with the ten days per school year of sick leave with full 
pay given them by the administration, with the exception of the 
white secondary teachers. The same is true of the cumulation to 
the teachers * credit up to 2D days? 73 percent thinking it was 
sufficient.
Half of the teachers believe there should b© no definite 
age limit for compulsory retirement, with the exception of the 
white secondary teachers, whose responses showed that three out of 
five wanted a definite age limit.
Over half of the teachers believed that teacher participation 
in the administration should be increased. The colored teachers, 
elementary and secondary, were much more emphatic in their belief 
than were the white teachers. The white elementary teachers did 
not give the plan a majority response.
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Although the County Teachers* Association has never 
participated in administrative policy making, the responses show 
a majority of 64 percent in favor of its doing so* Only the negro 
elementary teachers failed to show a majority in favor of the plan, 
More acceptable than the idea of the County Teachers* 
Association participating in administrative policy making was th© 
plan of representative teachers acting as an administrative council 
considering educational policies and making recommendations to th© 
school authorities* Eighty-eight percent of the entire responding 
group favored this plan with the responses about equally distributed 
both as to division and race except for the white secondary school 
teachers who favored the plan one hundred percent*
TAB IE XXIV. PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL STATUS OF RESPONDING
TEACHERS*
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Negro Total White Negro Total Total
1* Strictly personal * 
facts and feelings.
1* Position!
Shat is your 
present teach­
ing position?
o. Primary - 
through 
third
grade 36.2 61*9 44*1 *»«• «*«* •*•* 33*3
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TABLE XXIV. FROFSSSIOML AND FEHSOML STATUS OF HESPOBDIIG
TEACHERS - continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Uegro Total White Uegro Total Total
1« Strictly personal - 
facts and feelings.
1. Position: What 
is your present 
teaching position? 
1.. Elementary - 
fourth grade 
through
seventh 63*8 38.1 55.9 .... .... .... 42.2
2. High 
school 0 ... «... *««♦ 100.0 100.0 100,0 24*4
3* Other « • .* .... *. * * « « • ft «... .... ...»
Total teaching 
experience: 
o. Less than one
year ... ♦ .... .... 13.3 #««o 9.1 2.2
1. 1 - 3  years 10.6 .... 7.4 26.7 . « * « 18.2 10.0
2. 4 - 8  0 23.4 «... 16.2 46.7 57.1 50.0 24.4
3. 8-15 » 38.3 33.3 36.8 6.7 42.9 18.2 3 2.2
4. 15 - 25 0 27.7 61.9 38.2 6.7 .... 4.5 30.0
5* 25 years or
more .... 4.8 1.5 .... .... ...» 1.1
3* Preparation:
o. Less than two
years 4*3 9.5 5.9 .... .... • • * « 4.4
1. 2 years 40.4 23.8 35.3 . » * ■* «... «... 26,7
2. 3 ■ 25.5 52.4 33.8 6.7 .... 4*5 26.7
3. 4 * 25.5 14.3 22.1 93.3 85.7 90.9 38.8
4. 5 . i* ... * * .. ♦' ..«• .... 14.3 4.5 1.1
5.
6.
6 0 
7 "or
4*3 .... 2,9 .... .... • * *« 2,2
more «... .... • * *« .... .... .»,. ....
TABLE XXI?* PROFESSION ADD PERSONAL STATUS OF RESPONDING
TEACHERS - continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Uegro Total White Uegro Total Total
4. How many weeks 
of summer school 
study have you 
completed?
o* 6 weeks 25*5 4*8 19.1 60,0 14.3 45.5 25.6
1. 12 « 10*6 4*8 8.8 6.7 28.6 13.6 10.0
2. 18 » 25*5 * * * * 17.6 13.3 28.6 18*2 17.8
3. 24 R 12.8 4*8 10*3 6.7 * * * . 4.5 8.9
4. 30 « 2.1 14*3 5*9 • *. * * * » • .... 4.4
5* 36 • 4*3 42*9 16.2 . * * • 14*3 4*5 13.3
6. 42 « * • «• 14*3 4.4 * *♦ * 14*3 4.5 4.4
7. Other 19.2 14.3 17*6 13.3 * *• * 9.1 15*6
Hkve you received 
a degree from 
any college?
o# B.A. Degree 21,3 * * * * 14*7 53.3 71.4 59*1 25.6
1. B.S* Degree 8*5 9.5 8.8 40.0 28*6 36.4 15.6
2, J9«A* Degree • » • * * * * * ... * * * * • . • * * * ** • ....
3* Other 2.1 ** * * 1*5 * * * * * * * ♦ # • « * 1.1
4« Hone 68*1 90*5 75.0 6.7 * * * • 4.5 57.8
Race* Indicate 
your group*
o* Whit© 100*0 69*1 100.0 «* • « 68,2 68.9
1* Begro * * * * 100.0 30.9 * * * * 100.0 31.8 31.1
Sex and Zlarital 
status:
o. Woman,
unmarried 34*0 33.3 33*8 60.0 28.6 50,0 37.8
1 * Woman, 
married 53*2 47.7 51.5 26.7 14*3 22.7 44*4
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TABLE XXIV. PROFESSIONAL AHD PERSONAL STATUS OF RESPONDING
TEACHERS - continued
a Percent of teachers indicating each opinion ______^
Questions asked of Elementary High Grand
teachers White Eegro Total Whit© tlegro Total Total
7. Sex and Marital 
status s
2* Woman, widow, 
separated or
divorced 12.8 19.0
3. Ian,
unmarried .... ....
4. Man,
married .««. •«••
5. San, widower, 
separated or
divorced «... , *«.
S. Salary: year 
194.5-46:
o* Less than
$i»ooo * * # • 14.3
1. $1,000 to
#1,499 29.8 85.7
2# $1,500 to
$1,999 57.4. • 6 * *
3. $2,000 to
$2,499 12.8
9. Satisfactory 
salary:
0. less than
$1,000 . . . . 4.8
1. $1,000 to
/' $1,499 • * 4.8
, ' 2. |!1,500 to
|l,999 21.3 28.6
3. 12,000 to
iit $2,499 31.9 42.9
/
/
14. 7 6.7 © © # © 4.5 12.2
*. * • .... 14.3 4.5 1.1
«... 6.7 42.9 18.2 4.4
.... *»«• « » • « • « * • ....
4.4 .... * © • 0 ... * 3.3
47.1 46.7 71.4 54.5 48.9
39.7 46.7 14.3 36.4 38.9
8.8 6.7 14.3 9.1 8.9
1.5 «... * ♦ « © 1.1
1.5 *»• * # © © e 0 0 0 0 1.1
23.5 33.3 14.3 27.3 24.4
35.3 13,3 28.6 18.2 31.1
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TABLE XXIV. PROFESSIONAL SID PERSONAL STATUS OF RESFQKDXRO
TEACHERS - continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked of 
teachers
Elementary
White Hegro Total Whit©
High
Hegro Total
Grand
Total
9. Satisfactory 
salarys
4. $2,500 to 
12,999 25.5 4.8 19.1 33.3 42.9 36.4 23.3
5. $3,000 to 
$3,499 10.6 4.8 8.8 13.3 14.3 13.6 10.0
6* Above 
13,500 10.6 9.5 10.3 6.7 »«»» 4.5 8.9
Teachers responding 47 21 68 15 7 22 90
TABLE XXV. FROFESSIOIAL AHD PERSOHAL STATUS OF ATTITUDE AHD 
MORALE GROUPS.
Bsrcent of teachers indicating each opinion
 r",rin'ri"'"r'"" in,n"llJ 1 i: n,rr"^
Questions asked WHITE HBGRO
of teachers Favor- "''lln- High Low Favor- tfi- High Low
able favor- Moral© Morale able favor-rforale Morale
able able
1* School Divisioni
0. Primary - 
thru third
grade 25.0 38.1 33.3 27.3 64.7 66.7 53.8 «...
1. Elementary - 
fourth thru
seventh 75.0 61.9 66.7 72.7 35.3 33.3 46.2 ....
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TABLE XXV, PROFESSIONAL AID PERSONAL STATUS OF ATTITUDE At®
MORALE GROUPS - continued
Percent of teachers Indicating? each opinion
Questions asked 
of teachers Favor­
able
IRJffi
Un­
favor­
able
Elementary
High Low Favor- 
Morale Morale able
Un­
favor­
able
High Low 
Morale Morale
1. School Division!
2. High 
school
3. Other .... * #• « • • * *
♦ .** 
....
.... 
»* * •
....
....
«... 
, • • *
' 0.® 0 
«...
...» 
«•. •
2. Total teaching 
e3?perience s
o. Lessthan
one year .... * • • • • • *« .... .... .... ««•*
1* 1 -3
years 6,2 14*3 11,1 9.1 ♦ *«* «... .... ....
2, 4 - S
years 18,8 23,8 *• .. 36.4 *. *. .... . » • • . * * ®
3, 8-15
years 50,0 38,1 55.6 27,3 29.4 66.7 23.1 ....
4. 15-25
years 25,0 23,8 33.3 27.3 64.7 33.3 76.9 ....
5, 25 years
or more ,,,, * * • * * . *♦ * • * • 5.9 . » • * «... ....
3. Preparation: 
o. Less than 
two
years 6,2 4.3 11,1 * ... 11,8 ♦ »•» 7.7 ....
1, 2 years 56,3 23.8 44*4 9.1 23.5 33.3 23.1 «•*«
2, 3 • 12,5 33.3 11,1 36.4 47.1 66.7 46*2 » •.»
3* 4 1 18,8 33,3 11,1 54.5 17.6 .... 23*1 ....
4* 5 * 4.8 11.1 .... «... «... .... ....
5. 6 « 6,2 .. • » 11.1 .... ... * «... ««,. «...
6, 7 years
or more ,,,, ♦ * * * ««»« «* *. * # ** • * * , *, *, »* *«
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TAB IS XXV. PROFESSIONAL AMD FERSOHAL STATUS OP ATTITUDE ABD
MORALE GROUPS - continued
Percont of taachers indicating each opinion
Questions asked 
of teachers Favor­
able
WHITE
Un­
favor­
able
Elementary
High Low Favor- 
Morale Morale able
m a m
Un­
favor­
able
High
Morale
Lor.
Morals
4. leeks of summer 
school completed i
o. 6 weeks 25.0 33.3 33.3 9.1 5.9 .... 7,7 ....
1. 12 « 12.5 4.6 22.2 9.1 5.9 .... 7.7 , « , .
2. 18 « 25.0 33.3 11.1 36.4 .... .... ...» ....
3. 24 11 25.0 . *«, 11.1 .... 5.9 .... 7.7 ....
4* 30 * 6.2 «... 11,1 .... 11.8 33.3 7.7 «...
5. 36 « 9.5 .... 18.2 41.2 33.3 38.5 « * » »
6. 42 ** .... .... .... .... 23.5 .... 23.1 ... *
7 Other
weeks 6.2 19.0 11.1 27.3 5.9 33.3 7.7 ....
5* College Degrees:
o. B. A.
Degree 25*0 19.0 33.3 27.3 .... .... * • • * ....
1. B. S.
Degree .... 14.3 .«*. 18.2 11.8 .... 15.4 . « • «
2. II. A.
Degree ;•»» .... .... .... .... .... • * * + ....
3. Other .... 4.6 .... *. . ♦ .... .... • « • .
4. Ion© 75.0 61.9 66.7 54.5 88.2 100.0 84.6 ....
6. Marital Status s
o. Un­
married 6,2 38.1 11.1 45.5 29*4 33.3 38.5 ....
1. Married 87,5 42.9 77.8 27.3 47.1 66,7 38.5 ....
2, Widow, 
widower, 
separated, 
or
divorced 6.2 19.0 11.1 27.3 23.5 .... 23.1 ...»
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TABLE XXV. PROFESSIONAL ARB PERSONAL STATUS OF ATTITUDE MID
MORALE GROUPS - continued
^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ J gachers indicating each opinion
Elementary
Questions asked WHITE DFGRO
of teachers Favor- Un- High Low Favor- Un­
able favor- Morale Morale able favor- High Low
able able Moral® -forale
7. Salary: Tear
1945-4.6:
0. Loss than
@1000 a « . •
1. $1000 to 
$1499 37.5
2. #1500 to 
§1999 43.7
3. $2000 to 
$2499 18,8
# * * * 
19.0 
76.2 
4.8
00*0
22.2
44*4
33*3
... * 
18.2 
81.8 
0 0 00
17.6
82.4
9*0*
**00
... *
100.0 
. « « • 
«...
23.1 
76.9 
* •». 
****
.... 
* *«* 
.... 
* * * *
Satisfactory
salaryt
o. Lass than
$1000 .... • * • * «*.. 9 0*0 5*9 . ... 7*7 **• •
1, $1000 to
01499 «... • * * * ***# ... * 5.9 ... « 7.7 **#*
2. $1500 to
01999 31,3 9*5 44*4 » « * * 23.5 33*3 23.1 0 9*0
3. #2000 to
$2499 37.5 28.6 22.2 18.2 47.1 33.J 38.5 0 00 0
4. #2500 to
#2999 12.5 33*3 * * * * 54*5 **. * 33*3 00 0 0 0 0*0
5. $3000 to
#3499 6,2 14*3 U.1 * * *. 5.9 0*0 0 7.7 «...
6. $3500 or
above 12.5 14*3 22.2 27*3 11.8 0*09 15*4 • **•
Teachers
responding 16 21 9 11 17 3 15 0
S3
t m r n  xxv, projessioml akd persoial status o7 attitude A m  n c r n m
GROUPS. - continued
Percent of teachers Indicating each opinion
Secondary
Questions asked WHITE IFGHO
of teachers Favor- Bn- High Lear Favor- Un- High Low
able favor- Morale Moral© able favor- Moral© .Morale 
_______,__________ able _________________ able_____________
1, School Division:
o, Priraary- 
thru third
1.
grade .... 
Elementary- 
fourth 
thru
• • « • • • « 9 9*99 9 # 9 * • • « 9 • 99* 9*99
2.
seventh
High
* #♦ • 9 * * » 9 9 . 9 , » * • #99, • 9 9 « 9 9 9 9 9,99
school 100,0 100,0 #♦« 9 100.0 100.0 100.0 9 9 9 9 100.0
3* Other 9 9  9 9 * * *■» * * * , # • 9 9 #• • 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
2. Total teaching 
experience:
o. less than 
one yr, 50.0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 • 9 9 9 • 9 9 , • 9 9 9 9 9 • 9
1. 1 - 3
years •••• 37.5 9 9 9 9 33.3 9 9 9 9 , 9 9 , 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
2, 4 - 8
years 50.0 50.0 9 , 9  9 66.7 50.0 75.0 " 9 9 9 9 100.0
3# 4-15
years .... • 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 50,0 25,0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
49 15-25 
years .... 12,5 9 9 9 9 • 9 9 9 9 •# 9 # 9 9 9 • 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
5. 25 years 
or more .... ♦ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9' 9 9 9 9 ■ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
3# Preparation:
o. Less than 
2 years .... 9 99 9 • 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 , • 9 9 9
1. 2 years .... 9 9 9 9 • 9 9 9 9 9 , 9 9 9 9 . • 9 9 9 • 9 « 9 • 9 9 9
2, 3 years .... 12,5 9 9 9 9 # • 9 9 • 99 9 • • 9 9 9 « 9 9 • • 9 9
TABLE XX?* PROFESSIONAL ABB FERSOIIAL STATUS OF ATTITUDE Atm MORALE
GROUPS - continued
Percent of teachers Indicating each opinion
Questions asked 
of teachers Favor­
able
WHITE
Un­
favor­
able
Secondary
High Low Favor- 
Morale Morale able
UEGRO
Un­
favor­
able
High Low 
Norale Morale
3* Preparations
3. 4 years 100.0 07*5 * * * . 100.0 50*0 100.0 .... .100.0
4# 5 years ***• .... .... 50.0 .... . . 0 . ...»
5* 6 years .... .... ... * . * * * # * » ♦ ♦ . * * * * * * .. . •
6, 7 years
or more .... «... ... * .... • * * e .... .... ... *
4. Weeks of summer 
school completed:
o. 6 w^ eks 50.0 62.5 .... 66.7 .... 25.0 ... * 100.0
1. 12 » .... ...» .... .... 50.0 25*0 .... ...»
2. 18 « 50.0 12.5 «. *« .... 50.0 25.0 .... • * • «
3. 24 * .... 12.5 *. #♦ .... ...» .... .... * * * »
4. 30 « .... .... .... .... ...» ... * .... ....
5. 36 * .... ...» «... .... .... * * • # . * * .
6. 42 » .... ... * . • * • «... * *. * 25.0 .... * . • *
7. Other
weeks .... 12.5 .... 33.3 «... . *.. .... * * « •
5* College Degrees:
O* B. A.
Degree 50*0 50*0 .... 33.3 100*0 75.0 .... ....
X B S
Degree 50,0 37.5 .... 66.7 .... 25.0 .... 100,0
2. 0, A.
TABLE XX?. PROFESSIONAL AS® PERSOIJAL STATUS OF ATTITUDE AHD !IORALE
0
GROUPS - continued
Percent of teachers Indicating each opinion
Questions asked 
of teachers Favor­
able
Un­
favor­
able
Secondary
High Low 
Morale tlorale
Favor­
able
Un­
favor­
able
High
norale
Um
Morale
6. t&rltal Status t
o. Un­
married 50,0 50.0 ... * 66.7 .... 75.0 « * . . 100,0
1* Harried 50,0 37.5 •«•« 33.3 100.0 25,0 «... «...
2. Widowf 
widower, 
separated 
of
divorced,,,. 12,5 .... .... .... # » * . .... ....
7. Salary* fear 
1945-4.6 s
o« Less than
fiooo , «... «... .... .... •. •» .... ....
1, #1000 to 
#1499 50,0 50.0 * * »« 33.3 50.0 100.0 ■ * , •» 100.0
2* #1500 to 
11999 50,0 37,5 « *♦ * 66.7 50.0 ...» «... ...»
3, #2000 to 
12499 .... 12,5 * «*, ... * .... .... » , .*
Satisfactory
salary*
o. Less than 
#1000 «,.« .... .... .... .... .... ....
1, #1000 to 
#1499 * *•* «... , • * * « • . « .... *« • . .... «...
2, $1500 to
11999 50.0 37,5 .... 33,3 * •* • 25.0 «... 100.0
3, #2000 to 
#2499 .... 12.5 .... .... 50.0 «... a* «•
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TABLE XXV. PROFESSIONAL AM) PERSONAL STATUS OP ATTITUDE AIID MORALE
GROUPS - continued
Percent of teachers indicating each opinion
. , , Secondary
Questions asked
of teachers Favor- Un- High Low Favor- Un- High Low
able favor- Morale Morale able favor- Morale Morale 
able able
8* Satisfactory 
salary*
4. |2500 to
$2999 50*0 25.0 .... 33*3 100.0 25.0 ***. «•««
5* $3000 to
$3499 .... 12*5 *••» 33*3 * * * « *»* * *•«« * * * *
6* #3500 or
above .... 12*5 #«*# «*#* ♦ * * * «»** «•** • * * *
Teachers
responding 2 8 0 3 2 4 0
Teacher status and teacher morale* The teachers who 
helped to make this study possible were asked a number of questions 
dealing with individual status, both personal and professional* 
Table XXIV, shows in detail the replies to this series of questions* 
The discussion in this section calls attention to central tendencies 
and to relationships where they exist between the objective facts 
of status and the teacher*s replies to questions Influencing 
attitudes and morale as shown in Table XXV*
Comparisons in the following pages of differences in 
status as related to differences in attitudes and morale refer to
mthe favorable-attitude group and the unfavorable-attltude group, 
and to the high morale and the low moral© group*
Teaching position* Three-fourths of the total number of 
responding teachers in the County are in the primary and the 
elementary grades* Ten percent more teachers are employed from 
the fourth grade thru the seventh grades than are employed in 
the grades below the fourth* It may be of significance that where 
there are 28 percent more white teachers employed above the fourth 
grade than are teaching below the fourth, there are twice as many 
negroes teaching below th© fourth as are teaching above it. Only 
one-fourth of the entire teaching staff of the County are found in 
the secondary schools*
Seventy-five percent of the white elementary teachers in 
the favorable attitude group are employed from the fourth thru the 
seventh grades, but 62 percent of th© unfavorable group are 
similarly employed* The high and low morale groups are consistent 
with that of the attitude groups; 67 percent of the high morale 
and 73 percent of th© low morale groups are teaching from the fourth 
thru the seventh grades* The negro elementary teachers present a 
direct contrast to the white elementary teachers; 65 percent of 
th© favorable attitude group, 67 percent of the unfavorable group, 
and 54- percent of the high morale group are teaching below the 
fourth grade* It would seem that th® teaching position shows 
little relationship to morale factors In th© elementary grades«
j
There has been no attempt to separate th© secondary schools into
(
/’i
/
subject matter fields in order to seek a relationship to morale*
Experience and preparation* Thirty-seven percent of the 
teachers reporting had been teaching less than 8 years f 69 percent 
less than fifteen years, and 31 percent more than fifteen years.
Sixty-six percent of the white elementary and 100 percent 
of the colored elementary teachers have taught above 8 years. 
Sixty-seven percent of the colored elementary teachers and 28 
percent of the white elementary have taught above 15 years. Only 
23 percent of the secondary teachers have taught longer than 8 
years and 5 percent longer than 15 years. Thirteen percent of 
the white secondary and 43 percent of the colored secondary 
teachers have taught more than 8 years, lone of the colored 
secondary teachers have taught less than four years. The colored 
teachers, elementary and secondary, have much longer years of 
service than do the white teachers.
Of the entire reporting group, one out of every three 
teachers has had four years of preparation} over half have had 
two or three years of preparation, but only 3 percent have had 
over four years.
The number of years of preparation is much less for the 
elementary teachers than for the secondary teachers, as there 
are 69 percent of the elementary teachers showing two or three 
years of preparation, while 91 percent of the secondary teachers 
show four years. Six percent of the elementary teachers have 
less than two years} 35 percent have two years, while no
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secondary teacher has less than three and only 5 percent less than 
four years* Over half of the colored elementary teachers have three 
years of preparation, while 40 percent of the white elementary have 
two years, 26 percent have three years, and 26 percent have fonr 
years of preparation.
Elementary teachers show much greater interest in 
attending summer school than do the secondary teachers, or the 
longer years of teaching experience found in the elementary group 
may account for the greater number of weeks of summer school 
attendance* Thirty-eight percent of the elementary teachers as 
against 18 percent of the secondary teachers have attended summer 
school 36 weeks or more. Forty-six percent of the secondary 
teachers have attended only 6 weeks, but it must be remembered 
that the majority of secondary teachers have only been teaching 
4 to 8 years*
Three out of five teachers from the responding group in 
Princess Anne County have no college degree. Three-fourths of the 
elementary teachers have none, but only 5 percent of the secondary 
teachers are in this group* 95 percent having a bachelor*© degree* 
Pone have above a bachelor’s degree. It is interesting to note 
that all of the negro secondary teachers hold degrees, while only 
10 percent of the negro elementary teachers have one* Klnety-three 
percent of the whit© secondary teachers have degrees, with only 32 
percent of th© white elementary teachers having one*
From the foregoing report, it may be seen that the
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* secondary teachers have less expsrienc©, bat much more preparation 
than have the elementary teachers of the County. The colored 
elementary teachers, although having more general preparation than 
the white elementary teachers have evidently made no effort to 
receive a degree* This may be accounted for by th© unusually large 
percentage having taught over 15 years with corresponding summer 
school attendance.
The majority of white elementary teachers in the favorable 
attitude group have taught between eight and fifteen years and have 
two years of college preparation. In this same grouping, the un­
favorable attitude teachers show alight differences in length of 
experience or preparation.
Among the white secondary teachers the majority of both 
the favorable and unfavorable groups show four to eight years of 
experience and four years of preparation.
The negro secondary teachers in th® favorable attitude 
group are equally divided between 4 * 0  years and 8 - 15 years of 
experience and between four years and five 'years of preparation. In 
the unfavorable attitude group, the majority have had 4 * 0  years of 
experience and on© hundred parcenfc have taught four years. The factors of 
experience and preparation therefor® seem to have little significance 
in the relationship to attitudes and morale.
Personal status. Teachers who replied to this questionnaire 
were predominately whit© - 69 percent as against 31 percent nogro.
Although no question on age was Included, the figures on
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years of experience give a rough measure of age. The elemental
teachers were much older than the secondary teachers. The elementary 
teachers probably averaging 40 years, and since 87 percent of the 
secondary teachers had taught less than 8 years, they were unlikely 
to be more than 30 years of age at the most. TIsing the same method 
of reasoning, the colored teachers seem to be older than the white 
teachers.
Forty-nine percent of the teachers responding were 
married. Three out of every 25 were widowed, separated, or divorced, 
larger proportions of elementary teachers and smaller proportions of 
secondary teachers were married.
TABLE m i .  MARITAL STATUS AND ATTITUDES
favorable
Status of 
reporting 
teacher White
Elementary 
Negro Total White
Secondary 
Negro Total
Grand
Total
Married 93*8 70.6 81.8 50.0 100.0 75,0 81,1
Single 6.2 29,4 18.2 50.0 ... * 25.0 18.9
Teachers
responding 16 17 33 2 2 U 37
Married 61.9
Unfavorable 
66,7 62.5 50.0 50.0 50.0 58.3
Single 38.1 33.3 37.5 50,0 50.0 50,0 41.7
Teachers
responding 21 3 24 8 4 12 36
92The relationship of marital status to morale is shown in 
Table XXVI* Th© favorable-attitude group is composed of SI percent 
married teachers in the elementary grades$ the unfavorable-attitude 
group consists of 63 percent* The favorable group contained 94 
percent of the white elementary married teachers as against 62 per­
cent in the unfavorable group* The married colored elementary 
teachers show little difference in the distribution between the 
favorable and the unfavorable groups* The colored secondary favor­
able group consisted of 100 percent married teachersj while th© 
unfavorable group showed an even distribution between single and
married teachers* Since the larger proportion of the favorable
rather
attitude group consists of married teachers/than single teachers, 
it may be assumed that marital status does have a relationship to 
morale*
Salaries paid and salaries needed* Although the need for 
definite salary schedules for teachers has long been recognised, many 
teachers are still being paid on a haphazard basis.
Only 38 percent of the reporting teachers felt that they 
were being paid according to a definite salary schedule, and 43 
percent were being paid by the school officials without a definite 
salary schedule and without consultation with the teachers.
Slightly less than half the teachers * 49 percent - were
/
receiving above $1500 per year, Mine percent were receiving above 
$2000*; One-fourth of the entire group felt that between $1000 to 
$1999 would be sufficient* Only 2 percent felt that any salary
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below $1500 would! b© enough, and only 9 percent thought any lees
than $3500 would suffice. Over half - 54 percent - expressed
themselves as needing between $2000 and $3000, The demand from the
*
secondary teachers was slightly higher than that from the elementary 
teachers, and the negroes, both elementary and secondary, asked for 
a larger amount than did the white teachers*
The factors of personal and professional status - teach­
ing position, experience, preparation, marital status, and amount 
of salary - seem to show little relationships to moral© factors, 
except that marital status tended to be associated with high morale 
and inadequacy of salary in relation to individual needs tended to 
be associated with low morale*
GH&ffER If*
SUMMARY AHD H0C0IMMTIOKS
Summary of findings* The foregoing discussion has itself 
been only a summary of the variety of information given in the 
statistical tabled and no effort is made here to refer again to 
specific figures* Comments will be made, however, on several 
general tendencies*
first, it may be noted that the teachers* opinions on 
general principles are in accord with what are considered desirable 
trends in personnel administration! majorities are in favor of 'a 
lower compulsory retirement age, sick leave, and tenure* There is 
general agreement that there should be democratic participation by 
teachers in the formulation of policies affecting their own status* 
Second, the secondary teachers were more critical of 
existing practices than were the elementary teachers on questions 
of aggressiveness of school authorities in removing incompetent 
teachers, and on the amount of participation by teachers in policy- 
forming groups.
Third, on all questions which dealt with teacher 
participation in administration, the secondary teachers were more 
inclined than the elementary teachers to want greater responsibilities 
given to classroom teachers. This was shown in the questions on 
teacher participation in dismissal and selection of teachers, on the 
recognition of the local education association, and on the desirability 
of an administrative council.
%
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Fourth, the factor of professional and personal status - 
experience, preparation, teaching position, marital status, and 
amount of salary - were found to show little relationship to morale 
factors, except that inadequacy of salary tended to be associated 
with low morale and marital status with high morale. The high 
morale group included relatively more colored elementary teachers, 
a larger proportion of married women, and fewer teachers feeling 
the need of as much as #1000 additional salary than did the low 
morale group. The low morale group shows that there is urgent 
need for administrative study and action regarding those factors 
that tend to influence this group of teachers, especially the 
secondary teachers,
Recoramendations. This study will have fulfilled its 
basic purpose if it shows school administrators and the organisation 
leaders of the Princess Anne County school system the possibility 
of obtaining and using the advice of the classroom teachers in 
dealing with issues that affect the classroom teachers* work.
School officials and teachers who study this report may 
asks What do these figures mean for our school system/ Do they give 
us definite guide for action? How should we modify our procedures 
in the light of this report on teachers* opinion?
This report cannot give final answers to questions such 
as these, but it does offer some observations and warnings based on 
an examination of the replies from the classroom teachers of the 
County.
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This report shows that the Princess Anne County teachers 
are conservative rather than radical, that they tend to be influenced 
in favor of existing practices, that they reveal insight into human 
values as affected by administrative policies, and that they show an 
appreciation for professional growth and leadership*
From the findings of this study, the following recommendations 
are offered*
Hrst, .raise the minimus and maximum salaries consistent 
with the high level of preparation found in the secondary schools, 
and with the many years of experience found in the elementary grades.
Second, encourage and stimulate the older elementary 
teachers to further academic -preparation*
Third, offer salary recognition to superior teachers after 
probationary service, using an efficiency rating as one basis for 
such reeognitioni the superintendent, supervisors, and principal 
to do the rating every year, and to inform the teacher in a personal 
interview of his rating*
Fourth, centime to maintain conditions of employment such 
that both men and women are as free to marry and rear children as 
are members of other professions*
Fifth, continue to cumulate sick leave with full pay up 
to twenty days*
Sixth, promote the idea that educative travel, research, 
writing, and various other professional activities should be re* 
cognised as meeting part of the requirements for professional growth*
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Seventh, encourage participation of the County Teachers * 
Association and groups of teachers in policy * formation, dismissal 
of teachers, and in the employing of new teachers#
Eighth, promote the establishment of a lower age for 
compulsory retirement*
Hinth, strive to attract more men into the schools.
Tenth, be more aggressive in getting rid of incompetent
teachers*
Eleventh, adopt the plan of continuous tenure after a 
probationary period in the County*
Twelfth, it is recommended that the administration go 
further than this study has been able to go to determine the reasons 
for the low morale and unfavorable attitude of the white teachers 
of the County, especially the secondary teachers* It is suggested 
that attention be given to 'the health status of teachers, a factor 
which may in part be dependent on good administrative relationships 
and policies, as well as on the teacher1© own physical endowment and 
good health; that the teacher*s opinion as to his own level of 
efficiency be sought.In order to determine his attitude toward his 
rating by the school officials; that the dependency load and the 
additional salary necessary to maintain adequate living standards 
in the community where the teacher lives be taken into account in 
fixing salaries; and that a serious study be made of those elements 
in the teaching situation that discourage and hinder the teacher from 
giving the best teaching service of which he is capable and, also, those 
elements that encourage and help him to render the best teaching service*
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QtJBSnO&miRE SDBHIFTED TO TEACHERS
The facts and feelings that you are asked to check in the 
following questionnaire are to be used as basic data in a thesis* 
Please answer the questions frankly and as you really feel about 
then as they will be strictly confidential and no further use of 
the® will be made beyond the writing of the thesis* The value of 
the data will depend on your honest* sincere answers* Please do 
not sign your name* but fill in the name of the school only for the 
purpose of getting a one hundred percent reply* DO HOT 0?HT AH1 
ITEM* Check each item and return in the enclosed envelope* Your 
cooperation will be gratefully appreciated*
KAMS OP SCHOOL
I* Strictly personal - facts and feelings*
1* Positions that is your present teaching position?
Sfassls ass
o* Primary * through third grade.
1.
2*
3.
.Elementary - fourth grade through seventh. 
.High School.
Other
2. Total teaching experiences (He® many school years* including 
1946-47* have you spent in active educational service?)
SteSk ms
0. less than one year.
1. 1-3 years.
2. 4-8 years*
3. 8-15 years.
4* ..,.15-25 years.
5. 25 years or more.
preparation: How many years of study have you completed in 
college? Allow 36 weeks for a fall college year*
Ctecfc one
e* less than two years*
1* Two years*
2* Three years,
3* Pour years*
4* Five years*
5* Six years*
6* Seven years or more*
How many weeks of summer school study have you completed? 
{Include correspondence courses)
Check one
o* .. Six weeks
1* ..12 weeks.
2* IS weeks.
3. 2A weeks.
A* , 30 weeks.
5* ____ 36 weeks*
6* .m.rrrin.[miA2 weeks*
7. ....Other,
* Have you received a degree from any college?
Check one
o* B« A* Degree
1* B. S* Degree
2* ML A* Degree
3*  Other
4# More
Haee* Please indicate your group.
CKeok one
o* White
1*  „ Kegro
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7. Sex and marital status t Indicate the classification that applies 
to you*
Check ooe
o* Woman> unmarried*
I* Woman. Married.
2* Woman, widow, separated, or divorced,
3* Man* married,
4* Man* unmarried.
5* Man* widower, separated, or divorced*
8. Salary* Cheek the group that included the amount of your school 
salary for the school year 1945~46.
Check one
o* boss than $1000.
1* ____|1000 to $1499.
2. m oo to $1999.
3* ____|2000 to 12499.
9* Satisfactory salary: What annual salary would make it possible 
for you, with present family responsibilities, to live on a plane 
of comfort and dignity that would be satisfactory to you?
Check one
o* less than $1000*
1* .___ $1000 to 11499.
2.  ____*1500 to 11999.
3. ____12000 to $2499.
4.  __ 13000 to $3499.
5* Above 13500*
10* Fixing of salary: By what method was the amount of your salary 
determined for the school year of 1945~46?
Check one
o* According to the operation of a definite salary schedule,
which applies to all teachers on same basis.
1* According to the operation of a flexible salary schedule,
which applies to some teachers but not to all.
2* By individual bargaining with school officials.
3. By the school officials without a salary schedule and
without consultation with you personally.
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11* Suppose you could go back to your college days and start 
over again; in view of your present knowledge, would you 
become a teacher?
Cheese one
o* Certainly would become a teacher*
1* Probably would become a teacher,
2* Chances about even for and against*
3* Probably would not become a teacher*
4* Certainly would not become a teacher*
12* If you had some cause for dissatisfaction in your present 
teaching position, what would be your chances of getting 
a fair hearing and a square deal?
Cheek one
o. Ho chance*
 Poor*
Chances about even*
3* Fair*
4* Good*
13. Go you enjoy teaching?
Check one
o* I seldom enjoy teaching*
1* I usually enjoy teaching but I probably could have
learned to like some other work as well*
2* I enjoy teaching enough to be sure that I prefer
it to other work,
3. I enjoy teaching and doubt that I could have
learned to like any other work as well*
4* Teaching to me is "the most adventurous, the most
exciting, the most thrilling of professions".
IX, Salary recognition of superior teachers*
14* Superior teachers whose work Is definitely outstanding should 
receive some form of recognition in terms of salary.
Cheek one
0. Agree,
1. .. Ho opinion*
2. Disagree.
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15* Rhat will be the effect on morale of the practice of 
rewarding a minority group of superior teachers with 
higher salaries*
Check one
o* Raises moral© generally for all teachers*
1« lowers morale generally for all teachers*
2* Has no significant effect on the morale of
teachers.
3* Raises morale of superior teachers*
o* Lowers morale of average and below-average
teachers*
1* Raises morale of average teachers.
2. Has no significant effect on morale of below ~
average teachers*
16* What is the best method of providing recognition for
superior teaching?
Check one
o* Provide in the salary schedule for separate
merit classes with higher minimum and maximum 
salaries for superior teachers than for others*
1. Sake no difference in salary during the early
years of servide, but provide advanced salary 
classes to which only superior teacher© can b© 
promoted*
2* Provide that the board of education on re-
cooEnendation of the Superintendent may pay 
higher salaries to superior teachers than the 
regular schedule provides, the additional amount 
to be fixed by the board.
3. Bay superior teachers at the same salary rates
as other teachers but give them special recognition 
through titles, honors, or other distinction.
4* Pay superior teachers the same salary rates as
other teachers without singling them out for special 
recognition.
i u
III* Efficiency rating of teachers *
17* Efficiency ratings of teachers should be used in this 
.school system as -fallows t
Cheek one
c« . All teachers should be rated every ye®?*
1. Teachers with one to three years experience
should be rated.
2* Ho efficiency rating® should be used.
3* Other plan:
18* If efficiency ratings were used* the following should do 
the rating*
fitefe gas
Op Superintendent* Supervisor and Principal*
1* Special committee.
2. Supervisor or principal*
3* Superintendent*
4>» Fellow teaches* ‘
5* Board of Education*
6. Pupils*
7* . Others*
19* If higher salaries were paid to superior teachers # 
efficiency ratings should be used as one factor in 
selecting the superior teachers*
Check one
»O:
l*
2*
Jtgree*
Jfo opinion. 
.Disagree*
20* If efficiency ratings were used* the following practice 
should be followed with reference to informing teachers 
of the ratings t
Ohaefe one
o* Teacher should not be informed of rating,
1. Teacher should be permitted to see rating on
request*
2* Copy of rating should be mailed to the teacher,
3*  Teacher should be informed of rating In an
individual conference*
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I?, Elementary and High School Salaries*
21# Teachers in elementary schools should receive the same
salaries as high-school teachers of equivalent qualifications*
Check one
o. Agree*
1* Ho opinion*
2. Disagree.
22* What effeqt upon the morale of elementary teachers will result 
from the practice of paying higher salaries to high-school 
than to elementary-school teachers?
SSasfe ass
o* Raises morale of elementary teachers*
1* Lowers morale of elementary teachers.
2* Has no significant effect on morale of elementary
teachers*
23* The payment of equal salaries to high-sehool and elementary-* 
school teachers is likely to have what effect on the morale 
of hlgh-scbool teachers?
SfessSs ass
o* Raises morale of high-school teachers*
1* Lowers morale of high-sehool teachers.
2. Has no significant effect on morale of high~school
teachers*
?* Salary recognition of professional preparation.
24* A teacher with a master’s degree (or equivalent) should he 
paid more than a teacher with only a bachelor’s degree, 
experience and other factors being equal*
Check one
o* Agree.
1* Ho opinion.
2* Disagree.
25* A teacher with six years of preparation should be paid more 
than a teacher with only five years of preparation, experience 
and other factors being equal*
2lSSk 226
o. r.  Agree*
1* Ho opinion.
2* Disagree.
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VI* Salary differentials for men teachers and for dependents*
26* How can the problem of adjusting salary to take into 
account the number of dependents a teacher has be 
managed?
Check one
e. Women and men teachers should receive equal
pay for equal work and qualifications $ the 
support of dependents should not be a 
factor in fixing salaries*
1* Men teachers, both married and single, should
receive higher salaries than women teachers, 
without regard to the number of dependents*
2* Bferried men should receive higher salaries
than other teachers, the extra amount varying 
with the number of dependents (^ family 
allowance1*) *
3* Married men should receive higher salaries
than other teachers, being paid a fixed 
additional amount rather than a family allow­
ance that varies with the number of 
dependents*
4# A family-allowance plan should be provided
for both men and women teachers, to provide 
extra pay for the support of depend adults 
and children*
27 * What effect on the morale of women teachers will result 
from the paying of higher salaries to men?
SBsal one
o. Raises morale of women teachers *
1* Lowers morale of women teachers*
2* Has no significant effect on morale of women
teachers*
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VII,
VIII.,
Employment of married women as teachers,
28* the employment of married women as teachers Should fee 
handled in the way checked, below :
Check ggg
0, -Ho married women should fee appointed as regular
teachers and single women who 'marry should fee 
dismissed, fo married women should fee employed 
except as substitutes,
1, Bo married women should fee appointed as new
teachers but single women who marry should hot 
fee dismissed, so long m  service is continuous 
and successful,
2, Married women should fee eligible for appointment
and continued employment cm. same basis as 
single women but no provision should fee mad©
'for maternity leave,
3, ferried women should fee eligible for appoint*
meat and continued employment j provision 
should fee made for maternity leave of absence*
29# Ihat effect on the morale of women teachers will result 
from the practice of a nno-marriagQn rule?
Shask ong
o, Halses morale of women teachers#
1* lowers morale of women teachers*
2* Has no significant effect on morale of women
teachers,
» Professional Growth,
30., Some school system®. require that 'teachers give eidLdenc© of 
continued professional growth at stated Intervals (for 
example, every five years}.# This matter should fee handled 
in this system la the way checked below:
Check on©
o, A professional growth requirement should fee in
effect which may fee set only fey professional study 
in formal courses,
1# A professional growth requirement should fee in
' effect which requires some formal courses but say 
fee met In part fey other approved activities such 
as educativ© travel, research, or work experience.
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30*. continued-***
Cheek one
2* A professional growth requirement should he In
effect which may he met in full by approved 
activities other than formal courses*
3* A definite program should he in effect to
encourage continued professional growth hut no
fixed requirements should be set up*
4* Professional growth should he left to the
Initiative of individual teachers.
X3U- Tenure*
31* After a probationary period, competent teachers should he 
placed on continuous tenure, without the need for annual, 
contracts or reappointment hut subject to dismissal (after 
due notice and a hearing) for misconduct or incompetence*
ssaais m .
0. Agree.
1. Bo opinion*
2® Disagree.
32* The school authorities should be more aggressive than at
present in dismissing or otherwise getting rid of Incompetent 
teachers*
Cheek tm
o* Acsree.
1* Bo opinion,
2* Disagree.
33. The County Teachers* Association should act as follows when 
questions arise over the dismissal of teachers*
Cheek one
o* On request of the teacher concerned, investigate
the facts and make recommendations to school 
authorities*
1. iemain neutral; take no action*
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X. Sick leave.
34. Having in mind that the cost of sick leave has'to he paid 
for from school funds, sick leave should be handled in the 
way checked below:
Check one
o. All teachers who are absent from work because of
illness should lose full pay for the days absent*
1* Teachers absent because of illness should receive
their full salary less the cost of providing a 
substitute.
2. Five days per school year of sick leave with full 
pay should be provided.
3. Ten days per school year of sick leave with full 
pay should be provided.
4* Fifteen days per school year of sick leave with
full pay should be provided,
5. .’lore than fifteen days per school year of sick
leave with full pay should be provided.
6. Other
35. To meet the problem of long periods of Illness, unused days 
of sick leave should be handled in the way checked below:
Steals °as
0. Unused days of sick leave should cumulate to the
teacher1® credit, up to thirty days.
1. Sick leave should cumulate up to sixty days.
2. Sick leave should cumulate up to ninety days.
3# Sick leave should not be allowed to cumulate, as
provision for cumulative sick leave may deter 
teachers from taking annual sick leave as needed.
4. Other Plan:
XI, Retirement.
36. The. problem of terminating the services of older teachers
should be handled In the way checked below:
Steals ass
0. Ho definite age for retirement should be fixed;
each case should be handled on an individual basis,
1, A definite age for compulsory retirement should 
be specified, preferably, age
Write in number of
years
no
XII* Participation la administration*
37* What is your opinion as to the amount of participation by 
teachers in the administration?
ghgsk a a s
o* Should be reduced*
X* Should be increased*
2. Should be continued at about present level*
38* Panels of teachers, temporarily detailed from their classrooms, 
could and would render effective service in helping to 
evaluate the qualifications of applicants for teaching 
positions.
Check one
o.   Agrea.
1* Ho opinion*
2* Disagree*
39* teachers would be willing to cooperate in a plan whereby
panels of teachers, temporarily detailed from their classrooms, 
would render advisory service in passing on the competence of 
teachers who were being considered for dismissal*
Check one
o* Agree.
1* Ho opinion*
2* Disagree.
40* the local school authorities should recognize the County 
Teachers* Association as the spokesman for the professional 
employees and should confer with the officers of the 
organization in considering policies affecting conditions 
of employment of teachers.
Check one
o« Agree*
1. Ho opinion.
2. Disagree.
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41* A» administrative council* including representatives of 
teachers and of other groups on the school staff* should 
consider educational policies and make recommendations
to the school authorities*
Cheek one
o. __  ,Agree*
1« Ko opinion*
2, Disagree,
mmmmm j r o s
Born April 9* 1900, In Carlisle, South Carolina to Haggle Parr 
Jeter and William Hobson Jeter# Married John Randolph Jeter on 
January 22, 1938*
Graduated from Winthrop College in 1920. Studied at Columbia 
University i the University of Worth Carolina, Asheville Hormal 
School, and the University of South Carolina.
taught in Worth Carolina, Maryland, Georgia, South Carolina, and 
is now principal of the Court House Elementary School, Princess 
Anne, Virginia* 4
